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We see where Woody Hermaa
and his Herd will appear in Pa-
ducah. Somehow we get the
feeling that this is not the
Woody Herman so familiar to
all of us World War II folks.
Now comes our good friend J.
B. Curd who says he enjoys
growing things also. He says
some folks are like pigs look-
ing under the tall Oaks for
acorns and never look up to
see the magnificent tree from
which the acorns fall.
This is only too true. Just for
the heck of it, when it gets a
little warmer, stop beside a
roadside pond, get out of your
car and go over and sit down
by the pond. Quit thinking a-
bout the monthly bills, all the
racial trouble-s, all the dis-
gruntled people, all the people
with chips on their shoulders,
wars, and what have you. Look
along the edge of the pond for
tadpoles and }ust sit there and
marvel that the same Being that
allowed you on this earth, did
the same thing for the lowly
tadpole. 
W.'alloyed watching a big Red
Bellied Woodpecker coming
down from high in the • Post
Oak in the back yard. The way
he handled it reminded us of
someone rappelling from a high
cliff. Came down in sort of a
diagonal, moving down about
four inches at a time. He bolds
with his two feet and his strong
tail, moving downward, yet at
all times being in perfect con-
trol of the descent.
What he does is cock his head
to one side to listen for some-
day, boring in the *irk, then
he peeks a hole down as far as
the thing that is boring, and
pulls him out for dinner.
rho reddest Purple Finch of
the season visited our feeder
this week.
The Murray Street Department
is busy making street repairs.
They are also working on the
pesky drain in front of Ray-
mond Tidwell's store.
Jim Billington and Roy Knight
do a good job on the city
streets.
Mr. Jones, the Watkins man,
drops by a steak tenderizer. No
chance to use it yet, but we
vrilL
Thanks to Mr. Lewis Byerly of
New Concord for taking the
paper for the past 55 years and





Six Christian Church minis-
ters In Western Kentucky will
preach in the six-night Preach-
ing Mission of First Christian
Church, beginning Sunday at
seven p. m.
Ellis J. Veale, minister of
the Fulton Christian Church,
will preach on Sunday even-
tag. Herbert J. Simpson, min-
later of the Paducah Christian
Church, preaches on Monday
at 7:30. Bobby Roberts, minister
of the Clinton Christian Chur-
ch, preaches on Tuesday. Bill
Williams, Tri4)istrict minister
and former resident of Murray,
will bring the message on Wed-
nesday.
The minister of the Mayfield
Christian Church, Tom Wright,
will preach on Thursday. Gene
Branson, minister of Benton
Christian Church, concludes the
Mission on Friday.
FALSE ALARM
he Murray Fire Department
answered a call last night at
7:05 to Springer Hall Dormi-
tory:. Murray State University.
Firemen said the fiie alarm
had been. pulled. Two 'struck'
%Oh ten, regular and one vol-
unteer firemen answered the
'—'11017711try- ivere ligrn Ole sta-
tion at- 11.10 p.




with occasional rain gradually
changing to a light snow then
ending west tonight and east
Pr(day morning. One to three
inches snow likely by Friday
morning mainly over the north
portion causing hazardous driv-
ing' conditions. Colder tonight.
Friday cloudiness decreasing
west and continued cold. Highs
today upper 30s and low 40s.
Lows tonight upper 2011 and
low 30s.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 CM. S54.5,
down 0.4; below dam 313.0, up
0.5, no gates open.
Rev. Daniel W. Billington Now
Retiring As A Baptist Minister
Rev. Daniel W. Billington has
announced his retirement as
full time pastor, of Baptist
Churches in the area.
He has been serving as pest-
er of life—DeTniiiiii -Baptist
Church in Trigg County and is
retiring due to ill health.
Rev. Billington was a farmer
in the Faxon community of Cal-
loway County when he started
his ministry 46% years ago.
He has served as pastor of
eleven churches in West Ken-
tucky and Tennessee and in
Murray Civitans
Endorse Teachers
At a regular meeting of the
Murray Civitan Club on March
5, 1970, the group voted to en-
dorse Ihe efforts of the teach-
ers in Murray and Caloway Co-
unty to improve the education-
al opportunities available to the
children of the community.
Special 'emphasis in this en-
dorsement was given to the
need to give local boards of
education more authority to se-
cure the necessary funds to
provide a high quality educa-




A $300 scholarship given by
a Decatur, Ga., engineering
firm for an electrical engineer-
ing student majoring in power
distribution was awarded Tues-
day to a senior from Murray.
James Weatherly received
the scholarship at. a meeting of
the East Tennessee Section of
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers. Howard
M. Patterson, president of Patt-
erson and Dewar Engineers,
Inc., of Decatur, made the a-
ward on behalf of his firm.
"This is the first time we
have had a scholarship of this
nature, which is designed to
stimulate interest in one area
of electrical engineering," said
Dr. J. F. Pierce, head of the
department. "It illustrates the
concern employers have about
the shortage of engineers in
this area."
Wleatherly was chosen be..
cause of his professional inter-
est in the field, Dr. Pierce
said. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James R. Weatherly, 701
Poplar.
addition has served in revivals
at churches throughout Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, and Ohio.
The minister served as past-
or of the Scotts Grove Baptist
Church, north of Murray, for
nineteen years,' and at the New
Mt. Cannel Baptist Church, near
New Concord, for thirteen
years. He was also pastor of
Turkey Creek Baptist Church
in Trigg County for many years.
Rev. Billington is now a re-
sident of Cadiz and said that
he would be available for a Ilin-
i:ed supply of churches in this
area and that he will always,
be ready to counsel with the
young and the old and the
pastors about their problems
in life.
The retiring minister has two
sons, Owen and Guy Billington,
who are in the insurance bus-
iness in Murrey. He has seven
gilabdchildren and twelve great
grandchildren.
Rev. Billington expressed his
appreciation to members of his
congregations in his successful
ministry in the Itaptist faith for
these many years. He said "My
thanks to all and may God's
blessings be upon every pastor,
and each church and its con-
gregation, where my life has
touched. I will cherish the
sweet memories of all these
days with each of them."
Rites Are Held Today
For W. Iverson Owen
Final rites for W. Iverson
Owen on Murray Route Six
were held today at two p.m. at
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
with Rev. W. A. Farmer and
Rev. T. G. Shelton officiating.
Active pallbearers were Clyde
Hale, Owen Henson Hale, James
Owen, Harold Gene McDougal,
Joe Buddy McDougal, Nelson
Key, Rudy Forsythe, and Jim
my Shelton. Honorary pallbear-
er' were Pat Ross, Ernest Page,
and members of the Adult
Men's Sunday School Class of
the Elm Grove Church.
Burial was in the church
cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Mr. Owen, age 75, died Tues-
day at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Beatrice Owen; four sisters,
Mesdames Marvin Colson, Mike
Falwell, Lora Hays, and J. K.
Ross; two brothers, Edwin and
Robert Owen; several nieces
and nephews.
Honor Roll For Calloway County
High Is Released Today
The honor roll for ,the first
six weeks of the second semes-
ter at Calloway County .High
School has been released by
Principal Howard Crittenden.
All students making all A's
and or B's arceligible for the
honor roll. Students making all
A's will be designated by an
•
Freshman — Stacy Adams",
Carol 'Bailey, Dale Arnold, Mar-
gie Barnett, Gayle Broach, Sher-
ry Huey, Danny Cossey•, Gwen-
ith Crouse, Lee Crutchfield,
Marsha Ernestberger, Gail Fort-
ner. Darrell Gibson, Susan Hall,
Beverly Hayes, Vickie Humph-
reys. Ann KarKathy .144,
Janey Kelso, Gary Lewis. Deb-
bie Gall-Miller*. Barbara Oak-
ley, Linda Darlene Oliver, Emi-
ly Ross, Paulette Ross, Char-
lotte Snyder, Sabrina Tucker,
Connie Underhill. .,
Sophomores — Phyllis Bea-
ch*, Rhonda Black, Victoria Bo-
len, Freda Brandon, Tonya
Bucy. Mike Burchett, Carol
Burkeen. Teresa Byerly, Vickie
Gamble, Rondall -Guthrie, Ka-
thryn Hardie'. Freddie Higgins,
Randy Lee, Edith Litchfield,
Susan McCann', Sherry Mitch-
ell, Sandra Moody, Sandra Ort-
en, Mark Paschall. SuSan Susan
Pigg,, Tarea Roach', Deborah
Rogers. Bobby Rye, Johnnie
Stockdale. Annette Strode,
Glynda Alubblefield Patricia
(ContinSeci. on Pau Twelve)
Class Favorites Are
Planed, Murray High
In an election at Murray
High School recently, class fav-
orites were named.
The winners were u follows:
Eleventh Grade, Ruth Titsworth,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A.
H. Titsworth; and David Alex-
ander, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Alexander.
Tenth grade winners were
Susan Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson;
and Monty Cathy, son of Ur.
and Mrs. W. B. McCuiston.
Representing the Ninth grade
are Julie Whitford, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Max Whitford;
and Dean Willis, son of Mr
and Mrs. A. L Willis.
Eighth grade winners were
Cathy Mitchell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Mitchell; and
Phil Morris, son of M. Henry
B. Morris.
Winners in the Seventh grade
were Lynn Hewitt, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. T Hewitt; and
Bobby Knight, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Knight.
These class favorites will be





Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Houston
Funeral services for Clydie
Collie of Kirksey Route One
will be held Friday at one p.
in. at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. Robert Robinson and Rev.
Lloyd Wilson officiating.
Pallbearers will be Edward
Collie, Ottice Butler, Ricky
Butler, Jerry Don Butler, Joe
Walker, and Charles Henson.
Burial will be in the Kirksey
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home where friends
may call.
Collie, age 63, died Tuesday
at 5:15 p. m. at the Methodist.
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. He
was a custodian at Murray State
University.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Tabers Collie, and one
daughter, Miss Brenda come,
Kirksey Route One; two sons,
Ronnie of Dexter and Jimmy
of Murray; one sister, Mrs. John
Butler of Hardin; three bro-
others, Dewey of Hardin, Gipe of sale at the American Legion
Paducah, and Bennie of Mur. building on Saturday, March
ray; five grandchildren. 14. starting at seven a. M.
OAR Luncheon NI Be
Held At Woman's Club
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter ofthe Daughters of the
American Revolution will have
a tunchenn meeting at the Mur-
ray Woman's Club House on
Saturday, March 14, at 'noon.
Special—guests will be the
three high school senior; nam-
ed as winners of the Good Citi-
zenship contest. They are Jack-
ie Budko, Calloway High, Rita
Harris, Murray High, and Eli-
zabeth Garrison, University
School. Their mothers will also
be guests.
The program will include a
discussion on "The Patriotic
Societies" by Airs. Paul Sturm
and a report on "Ben Franklin"
by Mrs. B. C. Allbritten.
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Mrs. Sturm and Mrs. All-
britton.
HAZEL LODGE 1131
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Houston
of Murray Route Three will
celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary on Saturday, March
14.
They were married March 14,
1920, by Mr. A. J. "Sime" Bur-
keen. Their only attendants





Mike Thurmond, age 26, of
.1 Hale's Trailer Court, Murray,
Is listed in critical condition at
,,the Mumy-C-alloway County
Hospital following a shooting
incident on Wednesday after-
noon.
Thurmond was shot once in
the left side of the face and
two times in the back, accord-
ing to officials of the hospital.
lie was brought to the hospi-
tal about five p.m. Thursday
and underwent surgery.
Reports are that the shoot-
ing occurred at the home of
Billy Max Machu: at Hazel
yeiterday about 4:30 p.m.
Thurmond reportedly left the
house in his truck and went
to the Miller Funeral Home
for help in getting to the hos-
pital.
Sheriff Clyde Steele and De-
puty Sheriff Maurice Wilson
were called to the Machux home
to investigate the shooting.
Billy Max Machu: was ar-
rested at his home late yester
day and is now in the Calloway
Counly jail awaiting further in-
vestigation, according to She-
riff Clyde Steele.
House Passes Measure Raising
Mr. Houston, son of Mr. and •
lowaylaCteouEntyS, 
.isHaousreton. off Cal- 
arm Cigarette Tax To Three Cents
tireder and veteran of World Was
Mrs. Houston is the former
Oma Walker, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Walker.
The couple has three children
who are Alfred Houston of
Brookport, Ill., Mrs. Ann Gro-
gan of Murray, and Franklin
Houston of Murray. They have
four grandchildren.
Hazel Lodge 831 F. & A.M.
belskii,etated meeting on
Friday night March 13 at 7:30.
Several items of new businesi
will be discussed. All members
are urged to be present at this
meeting and all visitors are in-
vited to attend.
RUMMAGE SALE




Lewis Byerly of New Concord
celebrated his 91st birthday on
Wednesday. March 11, at the
home of his son, Clovis Byeriy
Murray Route Six.
He has two sons, Clovis and
Earl Byerly. and two daughters
Mrs. Eathel Coleman and Mrs
Pearl Skinner. He has six
grandchildren and fourteen
ers Club will have a rummage  randchildren
Collective Bargaining Bill For
Teachers Tabled, Senate
By GLEN CARPENTER proposal is nothing more than
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — an "empty bag."
The Kentucky Education Assoc., "We are lacking in courage,"
iation's professional negotiat 'Upton charged. "I have the de
ion's bill has been virtually laid .:ire and the manhood and the
to rest for this session of the ,'ourage to vote for any reason-
legislature unless supporters able tax increase" to ,aid edu-
can round up more votes.
In the state Senate Wednes- Democratic Floor Leader
day, opponents of the "PN" Walter "Dee" Huddleston of
bill, which would guarantee Elizabethtown asserted the
school teachers the right to bar commission's findings and re-
gain collectively with local .ommendations would enable
school boards over wages and 'he 1972 legislature to "elimin-
working conditions, used a par .ite the biennium to biennium
liamentary tactic on tabling it ..nd crisis to crisis approach"
to seriously jeopardize its chanc. t‘r the problems of—education.
es of passage, . The commission idea arose
The "Pu" bill was one of the as a Democratic response to the




during their re Twenty-two Democrats and
Republican Richard Chin of
The tabling vote was 21-17, I,ouisville voted for the mea-
meaning supporters will have sure, while 14 Republicans and
to convince at least three of Democrat Carroll Hubbard of
the opponents to switch sides Mayfield opposed it.
before the bill can be brought ,—Other   Bills
up for a vote. Meanwhile, a Before adjourning until 1
House version is in its Rules p.m. today, the Senate also ap-
laeret itsharoaurplay udpivifordeda
Committee where the members proved eight other pieces of
wvhoettehe. r to legislation including:
SB 184 — amends the km
House Majority Leader W plied consent law to require a
Terry McBrayer of Greenup police officer to tell a person
said Wednesday he would try he suspects of drunk driving
to get the bill posted for a that refusal to submit to an in
floor vote today despite the toxicant test will automatically
Senate action, result in revokation of his driv-
"We are not going to be rul er's license,
ed by the Senate," he said. SB 388 — broadens the pow-
In other action, politics play era of the Kentucky State Rac-
ed the dominant role as Demo- ing Commission by allowing.
crats forced through their pro- them to bar "undesirable" per
posed $100,000 twd-year survey sons from state race tracks and
commission of education. The by providing for staggered
vote was 23-15 along party lines 'terms of members. A "closed
as Democrats and Republicans meeting," provision for the corn-
accused each other of playinzumission was deleted in a floor
party politic'. with Kentucky'! aqjehdment.
educational IS,stern. MB 478 — Creates the Ken
"Empty gar tucky Housing Commission to
"M4 people are going to look ,aid in constructing low-income
at this as a political trick,' housing. The commission would
i,aid Sen. Donald L. Johnson, be authorized to issue up toitiortmumnac....lie_mal.„4,ffiacii..tviutia juLin..rexeitua bona (0 ttatufeal
tia f,p1.4L.11 ItVerrra sHettrelswadon,. Greg Howard,sp;
by, Williamsburg Republican 
7.-4;---av4 at 
cording to _hos ital
Charles B Upton, who said thy (CorIttrweel Pami Tvinrtval-  \blurs vi i;inj 
ni_rn r_e -a r-Ta 1..MWaters'It71 -11:4041-113 131 " , Iry I d e libie .
greatg
All of his children attended
the 91st celebration except his
son, Earl, whose wife is in a
Memphis hospital.
Also present were his grand-
daughter, Mrs. Prences Darnell
and great grandson, Andy Dar-
nell, two of his daughters-in-
law, Mrs. 'Billie Coleman and
Mrs. Jackie Byerly. Mrs. Amos
Dick was an afternoon visitor.
His wife, Martha Ann, passed
away in 1962.
Mr. Byerly has been taking
the Ledger & Times for 55
years, according to members of
his family.
Shakespearean Play To
Be Given At Carter
By Sixth Grades
The sixth- gitade classes of
Carter Elementary School will
present the Shakespearean play,
"Macbeth", on Friday, March
13, at 730 p.m. at Carter School.
The play has been rewritten
adapting it for a children's play.
Tommy Pasco will have the
role of Macbeth and Nan/y
Shuffett will play Lady Mac-
beth.
Sponsors of the play are the
sixth grade teachers. Mrs. Opal
Howard and Mrs. Peggy Wil-
son, and the student teachers,
Miss Rebecca Sims and Ken
Bailey.
Students who have worked
with the sponsors in rewriting
the play are Regina Kinsolv-
ing, Kathy Coleman. Kim Tre-
vathan, Tommy Pasco, Kameil
Simmons, Allison Holt, Lisa
jiffies, and Steve Utley.
The admission will be twen-
ty,five cents for children and
adults The public is cordially
!nviled to attend. •-•
By CHARLES PENTECOST
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)
The House of Representatives
passed a bill which would raise
the date cigarette tax one-half
cent per pack Wednesday to fi-
nance the establishment of a
Kentucky Tobacco Research
Board.
The measure to raise the cig-
arette tax from two-and-one-
half to three cents per pack
was approved by a vote of 57-
27 and goes to the Senate. HR
466, introduced by Rep. Wil-
liam G. Kenton, D-Lexington,
and E. P. Reed, D-Corinth,
would place the revenues from
the tax increase in a special
trust fund.
The fund would be appropri-
ated to the University of Ken-
tucky Tobacco and Health In.
Letter To Editor
Dear Jim:
In the 150th Anniversary
year of the Jackson Purchase,
it seems appropriate to exam-
ine the customs and laws of the
area.
For example, the records
show no case where a man in
the Purchase Area married his
deceased wife's sister. There is
probably some good reason for
this.
No one who is living in the
Purchase Area can legally be
buried east of the Tennessee
River, now Kentucky Lake. Of
course, that is understandable
in the LBL Area, but the illeg
ality extends all the way to Vir-
ginia. Naturally, if he dies, it is
legal to bury him almost any
where.
Yours sincerely
L E. (Pete) liebl
stitute to determine what ef-
fect, if any, smoking has on
health.
Kenton odd, such "unsub-
stantiated charges," threatened
the future of the state's tobacco
Industry.
Opponents of the bill con-
tended that national studies
now in progress on possible re-
lationships of tobacco on health
are adequate.
Rep. Gene Huff, R - London,
said the University of Kentucky
already has enough money to
conduct such surveys.
The House passed 18 bills and
defeated two before adjourning
until 1 p.m. (EST) today.
It voted, 934, to set up a de-
partment of general practice in
medical schools receiving state
financial aid despite announced
 opposition from the University
of Louisville and University of
Kentucky Medical Schools.
But representative from ru-
ral areas and small towns said
the need for general practition-
ers was great and increasing in
their sections.
Rep. Brooks Hinkle, D-Paris,
resurrected HB 60, granting
sabbatical leaves for teachers
from the clerks desk and had
it amended and passed, 87-0..
Three amendments to the bill
would raise the length of em-
ployment from four to seven
years before a teacher could be
given such a leave; provide
payment of the difference be-
tween his salary and the cost
of a substitute, and limit the '
number of teachers on leave
from a single district to two
per cent.
A bill setting up a state pub-
lication committee to control
the number of state publica-
tions introduced by House Ma-
jority Leader W. Terry Mc.
Brayer. D-Greenup, was passed
51-26, with House Republicans
opposing the measure.
It provides that the commit-
tee would report its activities
to the governor and Legislative
Research Commission every six
months.
Another Mai-veer bill, for-
bidding issuance of credit cards
to persons not applying f o r
them, and exempting holders of
such cards from liability unless
(Continued en Pape Twelve)
ONE CITED
One person was cited for not
having an operator's license last
night by the Murray Police De-
partment.
Dan Jones Ipeaker
For The Hazel Club
The Hatel Woman's Club will
Meet at the. club room tonight
(Thursday) at seven . p. m.
Dan Jones will speak on
"wigs and Lams" The devotion




Names of students listed on
the honor roll for the first s'
weeks of the second semester
at Lynn Grove Elementary
School have been. announced by
the principal, Freed Curd.
Grade Four — Bonny Arm-
strong, Theresa Barger, Tanny
Calhoun, Denise Howard, Mike
Howard, Kim Kemp, Cindy Las-
siter, Tamzny Miller, Gary Mor-
ris, Joe Beal Orr, Steve Sills,
and Alesa Walker,
Grade Five — Donna Adams,
Thomas Brower, Betty Gay Ho-
ward, Randy Hutchens, Janet
Murdock, Tammy Overby, Gail
Smotherman, and Pam Todd.
Grade Six — Pat Adams
Stanley Anderson, Kathy Cal-
houn, Hal Crouch, Carl H. Do-
ron, Kathy Jackson, Dolt Mc-
Cuiston, Peggy Potts, Lisa Rog-
ers, Gail Sheridan, and Regina
Windsor.
Grade Seven — Donna Barg-
er, Matt Brower, Vicky Butter-
worth, . Mack Harris, LaRhea
Miller, Thomas Murdock, Don
Nance, Marketia Orr, Ralph
Rogers Anthor7 Webb, and
Randy Winchester.
Grade Eight — Jesse Darnell,
Two Persons Injured In
Car Accident Are
Treated At Hospital
Two persons, injured in a
car accident, were treated at
the emergency room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal Wednesday at 9.15 p.m.
They were Carl Dalton of
Murray Route Four, age 27,
and Patricia Lee of Hazel, age
23 Dalton had a concussion
and Mrs Lee had ateration to
the left hand, third finger, ac
.s•
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Ten Years Ago Today
a TIMES FILE
Calloway County ranks high in the 
United States in automobile
population. Latest published figures 
show that there are more
cars per 100 families locally 
than there are in most count
ies
In the country.
A recital of contemporary organ 
music will be given by Prof.
John C. Winter on Sunday in the 
Student Union Building, Murray
State College.
John Darnall and Chris Miller a
re writing the script for the
sixth annual production of "D
Own South" at the Murray 
College
High School.
Miss Lee Ann Boone was honored 
at a party in celebr
of her second birthday by 
her mother, Mrs. 0. B. Boon
e, Jr.
•
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMES PILE
Deaths reported are Carl T. Lamb, age 60, Robert Gary Hutchen
s,
Dixie Ann Futrell, and Beverly Sue Farris, the latter three being
infant children.
William D Aeschbacher will be the guest speaker at the meeting
of the Murray Branch of the AAUW to be held at the Fine
 Arts
Building, Murray State.
Stith Thempsoo, dam of the Indiana University graduate school,
will be the speaker at the March 15 meeting of the Internat
ional
Relations Club at Murray State College,
Paducah Tilghman was the winner of the First Regional Basket-
ball tournament.
Bible Thought for Today
But these are written, that ye might believe that Jesus Is the
Christ, the Son of God; and that believing ye might have life through
his name. -John 20:31.
John wrote his gospel to give men life-giving faith in Christ.
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director




phys-ed" teachers can be a
major help to mentally handi-
capped children.
Demonstrating this and other
potential resources for mental
health help for c,hddren through
teachers of physical education
and recreation, a Pennsylvania
project supported by the Na-
tional Institute of Menial
Health's manpower training di-
vision is producing encouraging
results.
Sponsored by Temple Uni-
versity of Philadelphia and But-
tonwood Farms, a facility for
mentally handicapped children.
the program was inaugurated to
train physical education and rec-
reation specialists for roles as
mental health personnel.
The program has helped to
train the teachers in the special
mental problems of the
children, and to provide guide-
lines and models that could be
used to develop similar pro-
grams in other places. In addi-
tion, it less helped to upset
some old notions, such as the
one that a handicapped child
would not respond to physical
training Ind did not have the
same useds as the normal child.
This we now know to be far
from true.
Most handicapped children
sports skills; and they suffer
from lack of "ego-identity" and
from feelings of inadequacy
and inferiority.
Physical education teachers,
themselves usually good ath-
letes, are found to offer special
qualities for handicapped
children. For example, they are
oriented to use of the body in a
way that mental health per-
sonnel usually are not. They do
not tend to become involved in
emotional conflicts which,
though important to be recog-
nized in the clinic or psychia-
trist's office, may interfere with
physical training.
Another factor is that the
children look up to the athletic,
physical education teacher. Ath-
letes and sports figures are im-
portant to the children; and
they work hard for people who
symbolize sports and athletics
to them.
More important than physical
develOpment is the teernendous
sense of accomplishment the
child receives from physical ed-
ucation or recreation and sports
achievement, social scientists
report. The slightest triumph is a
major one for the handicapped.
The gratification parents of
the children receive from such
achievements is also striking,
and the whole outlook of the
handicapped child toward him-
self and of his parents toward
him can be changed by such
lack physical conditioning, _ucoinghstuncnts,_




today became the first state in
the United States to legalize
unrestricted abortion.
A new law permits doctors to
perform abortions in hospitals
as part of their regular medical
practices. It went into effect at
midnight without the signature
of Gov. John A. Burns, a
member of the Roman Catholic
VI0111011 CAMS




































LOSSES IN ONI DAY
MAXI T,1100 TOTAL
CAN TKO POST FACILITY,
DELTA'S BIGGEST, TURNED
CAM 70 TFIE SOUTH VIPS
POOR ON POLLUTION
WASHINGTON (UPI)- One
of every four new cars flunks
the carbon mocc...ide abatement
test, according to a federal
pollution official, and one of
seven fails the standards for
raw particles of gasoline in the
exhaust.
Dr. John T. Middletca,
commissioner of the National
Air Pollution Control Adminis-
tration, testified Thursday as a
House commerce suocommitte-
opened hearings on amend-
ments to the Clean Air Act of
196'1.
Church which opposes abortion.Middleton's figures were
The law makes abortion a 'somewhat lower than those of
decision between a woman and , Rep. Pad G. Rogers, 
.her doctor. The operation Will 1 who said he heard the
be permitted
ests showed 53 pslf cent ot
- By a licensed physiCian. 1,200 new cars failed to meet




On women who have lived
In Hawaii at least 90 clays.
They must sign an affidavit
saying they meet the residency
requirement.
Medical authorities estimated
the cost of an outpatient
abortion- one in which the
patient enters and leaves the
hospital the same •claya at-5-125
and $150.
Among the first abortions
under the new law were three
scheduled today at Kapiolani
Maternity Hospital, the _state's
major maternity facility.
emissions,
Rogers said Americans have
paid an average
extra for pollution control.
*
I ndiluted evaporated milk
lends the richness of cream and
111,04e, the food value I .f milk
to •••41/1-1.,.. custards and (-ream
* * *
I ),,, tra air fans remme grease-


















L. S. D. Plus 1 3344 5814
Rollers 31 61
Strikes 27 65
High Team Game SC
Spares  728
Red Birds  720
Night Owls  704
High Team 3 Games HC
Night Owls  2026
Red Birds  2010
Spares  1998
High Ind. Game SC
L. J. Hendon  225
Lyman Dixon 


















Patsy Neale  182
High Ind. 3 Gemes SC
Delmer Brewer  587
Jim Neale  577
Lyman Dixon  573
Marilyn Parks  531
Joyce Rtnier  521
Betty Dixon   477
High Team Gams SC
Spares  845
Red Birds  823
Rockets  818
High Team 3 Games NC
Spares  2355
Rockets  2352
Alley Cats  2350
High Ind. Game HC
L. J. Hendon  241
Lyman Dixon  239
Noble Knight  231
Joyce Roller  248
BeUy Cooper  223
Patsy Neale  219
High Ind. 3 Games HC
Delmer Brewer  638
Fred Butterworth  626
Lyman Dixon  618
Jtiyce Roller  656
Marilyn Parks  609
Helen Hargrove  596
High Averages Men
Jim Neale  189
T. C. Hargrove  188
Lyman Dixon  179
L. J.. Hendon  177
Vernon Riley  176
Delmer Brewer  176
High Averages Women
Marilyn Parks  163
Betty Dixon  160
Joyce Rowland  149
Patsy Neale  147
'saber Parks  147
The longest road in Hong
Kong is the 20-mile Castle Peak
Road.
Alcatraz, the island- in San
Francisco Bay, was discovered




DRAFT, t••ik I l•A‘Mst••••
FRANKFORT, Ky. -Questions
on draft cards, lost or stolen,
are frequent, as is explanation
of the meaning of correspondence
and questionnaires from the loc-
al board.
With a preliminary word that
there is nothing to fear necess-
arily, in either case, this week
we take up those questions and
several others.
Further queries regarding the
draft may be sent to the author
in care of the State News Bure-
au, Room 46, Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, Ky, 40601.
Q - My billfold containing draft
cards was stolen.. How do I get
new cards?
ALMANAC
By United Press international
ThLs is Thursday, March 12,
the 71st day of the year with
294 to follow.
The moon Is between the new
phase and the first quarter.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1912 Mrs. Juliette Gordon
Low organized the first troop of
the Girl Scouts of American in
Savannah, Georgia.
In 1933 President Franklin D.
THURSDAY - MARCH 12. IWO
Roosevelt maoe tits first
"fireside chat" eight days after
he took office.
In 1938 Germany invaded
Austria,
In 1963 the U.S. House of
Representatives voted to give
former British Prime Minister
*inston Churchill honorary
citizenship in the United States,
---
A thought for the day:
President Franklin D. Roose-
velt said, "There is no
Indispensable man,"
About 31 million out of the
42 million cut flowers sold year-
ly are purchased between Feb. 1
and March, 31, according to the
Farm Index.
. You may go to any Sel-
ective Service local board and
then will have you complete a
Request for Duplicate Registra-
tion Certificate or Notice of Cla-
ssiflcation, or you may write
a letter to your local board
requesting a duplicate Registra-
tion Certificate and Notice of
Classification. In your letter
be sure to explain why you are
requesting such forms,
_-
Q. - Why does my local board
continue to request current infor-
mation when I am classified IY-
A (Veteran)?
A, The Selective Service Sys-
tem has the responsibility of ma-
intaining an inventory of the Nat-
ion's manpower, both for peace-
ful and emergency purposes.
This inventory must be kept as
current as possible. Therefore,
local hearth must obtain current
Information through the mailing
of the Current Information Ques-
tionnaire
- ---
Q. - I have satisfactorily com-
pleted the prescribed course of
study in an accredited school
of embalming recognized by the
State Board of Embalmers and
Funeral Directors of Kentucky.
This month I am contemplating
beginning my apprenticeship und-
er the supervision of a licensed
embalmer, Will the local board
give me an occupational defer-
ment to complete this apprentice.
ship?
A. - Any registrant who is pr-
operly certified as enrolled in
an approved apprentice training
program may be considered by
the local board for a classifies.
Lion of 11.A. The apprenticeship









Your profits go down when power
goes off, but we can show you how
to protect your family and farm
from costly, annoying power out-
ages: buy a Winpower
alternator. When power fails, con-
nect to tractor PTO and you quickly
restore all electrical equipment.
Phone or write for free demonstra-








SPEFT) TIX RFFI'VDS -Handling of ftttt 
tir rrinrnm in the Depart-
Ht of let I., out Frankfort. is 
.spif Vq hi information from indj-
5-11111:71- rr-tu Afrs 
in-tbd_datn. 
1,,,„ -,„,: • If rt
-- --
Q. - I am trying to ottain the
address of a friend with whom I
served In Vietnam. I know he
was from Kentucky. Can the Sel-
ective Service System give me
his address?
A. - The address of any relies-
trant is confidential information
and cannot be disclosed without
the written consent of the regis-
trant. The Selective wvice Re-
gulations do pr9vtde for the mail-
lug of letters to individuals who
can be identified as a registrant
of a local board. We suggest that
you go to a local board and ask
the executive secretary to show
you that Section of the Regula-
tions, and if you wish to use this
procedure the local board with
which the subject is registered
will comply with the Regulations.
30
c * TO D A Y *8g..-. 0 C ,c thru Saturday 72s00oc
From Sweden.. '
the classic female concept'
(2) MOODY 10.11. rl WY. OM Atinfr••• 





KIDDIE SHOW SAT. 1 til 3 p.m.*
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9. Reserved Performance Tickets Available for 7:30 Sho
w
tihen. are elastic and light wrink
les usuallv will stretch out over
night. You ran luickly steam
awav ,n,, r,' firmly set wrinkles
from [lacking or wearing by
hanging the garment in the bath-
room %fele you take a hot
shower. F'roperl -shaped hangers.





• DeKalb Seed Cern
• Certified Hood Soybeans
• Uncertified Hood Beans
• Certified Dare Soybeans
• No. 1 L 2 Kobe Lespedeza
• No. 1 & 2 Korean
Lespedeza
• Ky. 31 Tall Fescue
• All Kinds Clovers
• Orchard Grass
• Rye Gr 
• Ky. Blue Grass





























KNIT SHIRTS PAJAMAS ROBES
Assorted Colors - Stripes Regular $10.10
Regular WOO Special '5.13





SPECIAL $ 16ID13 ,
TOSS PILLOWS BEDSPREADS












114 S. 5th Streeti . d
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PAGE THREE THE LEDGER & TIMES — 
Mt tte.ti, KENTUCKY
Mideast Regionals Rated As
Toughest In NCAA Tourney
By United Press International
Form and logic dictate St.
Bonaventure, Kentucky, New
Mexico State and UCLA will
advance to the semifinals of the
NCAA basketball tournament
next week.
But the favorites must first
get by regional qualifications
which begin tonight and con-
tinue Saturday afternoon at
four sites across the country.
Perhaps the toughest of the
regionals this season is the
Mideast at Columbus, Ohio,
where top ranked Kentucky
meets explosive Notre Dame
and Big Ten champion Iowa
vine.
The Eastern ibgional at
Columbia, S.C., pits third
ranked St. Bonaventure against
North Carolina State and
Vfilanova against Niagara. Dte
fending dimple') UCLA meets
relatively unknown Long Beach
State and Utah State battles
Santa Clara in the Far Wed
regional at Seattle while the
Midwest region! at Lawrence,
Kan., finds fourth ranked New
Mexico State facing Kansas
State and Drake taking on
Houston.
Kentucky brings a 25-1 reword
Into its game against Notre
Dame and one of thoee 25
tangles with towering Jackson victories WRS a 102-100 decision
over the Irish during the
regular season. The Wildcats
are led, by Ali-America Dan
'wet, their 6-foot-8 center who
Is averaging 33.7 points a game.
St. Bonaventure rests its
aopes on Bob Lanier, its 641,
265-pound All-American while
North Carolina State figures to
use the same well-disciplined
offense which carried it to a 42-
39 double overtime upset of
South Carolina in last week's
finals of the Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament.
In the Eastern regional
opener, V1112801, pits its well
balanced attack, led by Howard
Porter, against the offensive
explosiveness of Niagara's little
Calvia Murphy.
UCLA, minus Lew Alcindor
for the first time in three
years, will come up against one
of the nation's best zone
defenses when it plays Long
Beach State which carries a 19
game winning streak into the
contest.
New Mexico State posted a
24-2 record during the regular
season thanks to the scoring of
Jimmy Collins (24.7) and the
rebounding of Sam Lacey (15.4)
and figures to prove too




The winners of the Murray
Woman's City Bowling tourna-
ments held at Corvette Lanes
have been announced.
' Winning first place were the
champs with 2879 pins. On the..
team were Pat Scott, Jane Buch-
anan, Betty Lawrence, Margaret
Morton, and Galetgnor.
The second place-Awn with
2815 pins was composetreVer-
oaa Grogan,Ann Grogan, Peggy
Williams, Rowena Emerson, and
Anna Requariti.
"The Merry Makers" with
2801 pins won third place. Mem-
bers are Betty Riley, Polly Owen,
Betty Dixon, Joan Wood, and Val-
aria Stuart.
Fourth place winners were Be-
tty Dixon, Geraldine Myers, Jud-
ie 111S011, Barbara Chilculd, and
Anna Owen of the Owen Food Ma-
rket. They had 2799 pins.
Winners of the doubles were
First place - Wanda Nance
and Sandra Thompson 1210.
Second - Estelle Ezell and
Mildred Hodge 1200.
Third - Bobbie Garrison and
LaVaughn Latimer 119'7.
Fourth - Mary Smith and Hilda
Bennett 1191.
Fifth - Pat Scott and Mary
Harris 1121.
Winners of the Singles were
First, Marilyn Parks 661.
Second, LaVaughn Latimer
646.
Third, Bobbie Garrison 616.
Fourth, Wanda Nance 615.
Fifth, Maude Ketmerly 612.
Sixth, Candrie Jenkins 609.
Seventh, Betty Dixon 608.
Eighth, Betty Riley 599.
Ninth, Hilda Jackson 596.
Tenth, Sandra Thompson 593.
All Events - Handicap, Bobbie
Garrison, 1870 pins.
All Events - Scratch, Marilyn
Parks, 1513 pins.
NAME OF THE GAME
PHILADELPHIA (UP!)-. City
Controller Thomas J. Cola
suggested Wednesday that the
name for the new sports
stadium in South Philadelphia
be sold to the highest commer-
cial bidder.
Gola, in a letter to the city
council president, asked if the
taxpayers wouldn't object to
having the stadium named
after General Motors, Ford or
Chrysler, such a move could
offer some tax relief, the
former professional basketball
star said.
He said selling the name
would put anywhere between
$10 million and $30 mlllion in
the city's treasury. over a
period of 30 years. „
Darrell Cleaver (33) of the Lakprs made this jump shot over,
_the hand 91 the Cardinal? David Fowler f 22). In the background
is Meyfield's Jerry Saunders (S).'
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Calloway Lakers
Bow To Mayfield
The Calloway County Leiters
closed out their balkettall seas-
on last night with a 70-43 loss to
the hot-shooting Mayfield Card-
inals in the opening round of the
First Region tournament here.
Top-seeded Paducah Tilghman
blasted the Fulton City Bulldogs
In the second game 83-42. May-
field and Tilghman will meet in
semi-final action Friday night
while tonight's games pit Cuba
against Carlisle County in the
first game and Murray High takes
on Reidland in the nightcap.
The Lakers and Cardinals to-
ssed the lead back and forth in
the first quarter of last night's
opening game and Calloway held
a slim, One-point advantage atpe
end of the frame, 14-13.
Mayfield took over the Lek'
Bowling Tournament first place winners - left to right,
Gale Egnor, Margaret Morton, Pat Scott, Betty Lawrence,
and Jane Buchanan.
Bowling Tournament second place winners - left to 
right,
Rowena Emerson, Peggy Williams, Ann Grogan, Veron
a Grogan,
and Anna Requarth.
13owlinj Tournament officers - left to right, LaVaughn




Tommy Turner, 600-yard dash
man, Lee Roy McGinnis, quarter-
man, and his mile relay team
will represent Murray State Univ-
ersity in the NCAA Indoor Track
Meet in Detroit, this weekend.
Turner, runner-up in the NCAA
600 twe years ago, has won the
event at the Ohio State Invitat-
ional thiS season and placed-sec-
ond in the Mason-Dixon Games
and fourth in the Olympic Invitat-
ional in New York. His best time
of the year has been 1:09 flat.
McGinnis' best time in the
quarter has been 484. The relay
made up of Turner; McGinnis,
Randy Smith, and Ashman Sam-
uels, has a best time of 3:14.5,
which, when run at the Ohio State
Invitational, was the best indoor
time in the nation for a 220 or
shorter track. McGinnis had a
lead-off lap of 49-.1; Smith follow-
ed with a 49.5, Samuels with a
48.7, and Turner with a 47.2.
The relay also won the feature
mile relay at the Mason-Dixon
Games.
The Racers completed their
regular season last Friday by
placing second in a triangular
meet at Western Illinois. Wes..
tern had 67 points to Murray's
65, and Loyola of Chicago's 20.
Winning first places for Murray
were Turner and McGinnis, who
tied in the 4400 Turner in the
300-yard dash; Gary Leighton in
the two-mile; Granville Buckley
In the long jump; Doug Morris
in the pole vault; and the mile
relay. Turner set a new track
record in the 300 and Buckley




I he harness se.e•on .11 1 maser-
flin•ewax in 19119 i j. 1.1.11,11 ii -
la from a okoro•
W1'1111.111. I' 111r ill, 1.12 pro.
grain- u.e. 2 97;7..22 I mid ill,
teaL114:... 16U.Adju S:c I I 11911.2:,
firA 111111. %.‘,1g;11111.! rc'.1411•41
.!—StIrriiiitit.n ?ILA.
23-21, with 5:25 remaining in the
half oh a jump shot by David
Fowler and steadily pulled away
from the Lakers for the rest of
the game. The Cardinals were
in front by 9, 31-23 at halftime.
Jerry Sanders and Joe Ford
ripped the bottom out Oriffi!
net in the second half for May-
field and built the Cardinal lead
to 54-31 at the and of the third
period. Sanders and Ford hit
19 and 18 points respectively
for the Cardinals.
Leading scorer for Calloway
County was Charles Rushing with
20 points followed by Darrell
Cleaver with 14.
The Cardinals hit 31 of 69
field goal attempts for a 44.9
per cent average compared with
the Lakers' 18 of 56 attempts
for an average of 32.1 per cent.
Calloway hit 7 of 15 at the free
throw line while Mayfield hit 801
19.
Calloway Co. 14 23 31 43
Mayfield 14 31 54 70
THURSDAY - MARCH 12. 1970
ON YOUR MARK, GET SET . . . Although this has all the appearances of the start of a 440 dash, it's actually 
Darrell Crawford
of Calloway and Clinton Turner of Mayfield scrambling after the basetball following 's missed -taker-shot in fast
 night's firsio,retand
action in the Region One Tournament. 'Staff Photo by 
Gene MeCuteheon
Wills Says New "Jackrabbit" Ball Will Bounce Like Bullet
By GARY KALE
UPI Sports Writer
A former greyhound calls
playing with baseball's new
"jackrabbit" sphere a hair-
raising experience.
Maury Wills, the 37-year-old
Los Angeles shortstop who set
an. all-time season's base-
stealing record with 104 thefts
In a previous tour with tlie
Dodgers, said the lively -ball
with five per cent more
resiliency may "kill somebody"
if it becomes part of the game.
A total of 38 hits, including
four homers, feur triples and
four doubles, were accumulated
through use of the "test" ball
as Los Angeles edged the
Houston Astros, 15-14, Wednes-
day.
"They'll kill somebody if they
use that ball in the Houston
Astrodome," Wills shuddered.
The ball would bounce off the
Astro turf like a bullet."
Lively Ball
Andy Kosco rated an expert's
bade as he collected five hits
for the Dodgers. His bag
featured two doubles and a
triple as Los Angeles banged
out 21 hits. 
Calloway Cotuity (43) - Rush- The souped-up experimental
ing 20, Cleaver 14, Sears 4. hall was used at Pompan
Crawford 1, Todd 2, Roney beach, Fla., and restated in
P. Rushing, Chapman 2, Will- Washington scoring a 12-11
jams. - triumph over Minnesota. Gene
Mayfield (70) - Sanders 19, martin hit a grand slam homer
Pitman 8, Fisher 6, Fowler 11, for the Senators - and Mike
Ford 18, Walker 2; Davenport I ;stein connected with two on.
2, Haywood 2, Straton, Turner, ,".,ny Olin rapped two homers
Anderson 2, Har deman. jr the Twins and Cesar Tovar
Hawks And Rockets Move
Closer To Goals Wednesday
By United Press International
The Atlanta Hawks and San
Diego Rockets both moved
closer to their respective goals
Wednesday night.
The Hawks struggling to
finish first in the National
Basketball Association's Wes-
tern Division, opened their lead
over second place Los Angeles
to 11,2, games by beating the
Rockets, 122-121. And the
Rockets, by virtue of the loss,
moved four games ahead of
San Francisco in the dubious
struggle for the worst record in
the West which rewards Oa
winner with a possible shot at
the first pick in the "Colleer,
player draft.
The Hawks capped a second
Neves- lost
NI..11 )(MK ((1'1)
The late HI ..ke.
1)16 hea‘x weight in the 160(.11
of profc.,-ional boxing Ii.c
pu' a purfvvt 11, ord. The.lio.
%on all of his 19 tiro 1,1,1'1 -
%first
\F11 (I pi)
.1 lir lint 111,111'1111111%
NJ11.111.11 1:1141t hall I 1•.11 111'iii
plas iti 1931 It...10.,
of (lie Nes. 1 orl, Giant, .4:aool
it,, I hivago
171r 117,
di rally, which saw them
overcome a 11 point deficit with
,„f,ill Bridges' two free throws
with 37 seconds left that
soapped a 120-120 tie. The
h ickets blew a chance to force
Cle game into overtime when
lvin Hayes missed a free
g row with 26 seconds remain-
1,0u Hudson set an Atlanta
oliseum record with a 48 point
effort in pacing the Hawks'
attack and Joe Cadwell contri-
:Ailed 21 for Atlanta. Hayes led
tie Rockets with 37.
Elsewhere in the NBA, San
rancisco nipped Baltimore,
115-112, in double overtime, and
thoston outlasted Cincinnati,
14-127.
The Warriors, winning for
dy the third time in the last
, I games, used Fritz Williams'
f,ve free throws in the second
i'ertime period to edge the
(diets who blew an opportunity
r, win the game in regulation
'.me when Clyde Lee of the
arriors scored on a tip-in at
e buzzer. Williams and .441
nullins led the Warriors with
:8 points apiece while Earl
%!onroe of the'SWiets topped all
'iarers with 31.
Boston, doomed to misS) its
first playoff in 20 years, m6veci
to within two percentage points
)f fifth place C.Incinnati in the
sat wfll 1(s.,t3'jumpti_lver_ the
oyal s.
and Jim Nettles belted one
apiece, -
More liviier baseball action
found Paul Blair driving in four
runs with two homers and a
double as Baltimore outslugged
the Chicago White Sox, 12-10.
Andy Etchetrarren added a
homer to the Orioles' 12-hit
attack,- while Walt Williams and
Duane Jdsephson cleared the
fences for Chicago.
Other Games
On a more sedate note, Dock
Ellis, Jim Nelson and Denny
Riddleberger combined to pitch
Pittsburgh to a seven-hit, 4-2
victory over Cincinnati. Al
Oliver's homer and Jose
Martinez's triple provided the
Pirate power. Bobby Tolan
homered for the Reds.
Dal Maxvlil, fighting to retain
his starting shortstop Job, drove
in two runs with an eighth-
inning single that enabled St.
Louis to edge Detroit, - 4-3,
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn's
experimental yellow - stitched
baseball also was used in this
game, Joe Hague homered for
St. Louis and Don Wert for
Detroit.
Bob Oliver highlighted a five-
run fourth inning with a two-
run homer and Lou Piniella
contributed a fifth inning solo
shot as Kansas City stopped
Montreal, 6-4.
In other action, Ron Hansen's
scoring single in the 11th inning
pushed the New York Yankees
to a 6-5 win over Atlanta,
Oakland clobbered California, 8-
3, with homers by Rick
Monday, Tommie Reynolds and
Dave Duncan; the Chicago
Cubs scored an unearned run in
the eighth inning to nip Seattle,
5-4, and the New York Mets
topped Philadelphia, 6-3, as ace
southpaw Jerry Koosman al-
lowed just two hits in four
inning 
NOW OPEN!
The Saucy Pig Bar-B-0
1409 Main Street
A COMPLETE BAR-B-Q HEADQUARTERS




Bar-B-Q Plate (and fresh hams)
Plates Served Every Day. .. Any Hour of the Day
with . . Baked Beans
Slaw
(Potato Salad or French Fries)
Hot Rolls
Special Thurs--.& Fri.*
Tasty Saucy Bar-B-Q Sandwich
Plus a be Drink
Only 49'




Carry-Out On All Items, . . plus Fresh SUced
Bar-B-Q and Ham Carry-Out PH. 753-7641




A gospel singing will be held
at t he Puryear Methodist
Church at two p.m. featuring
the Gospel Aires Quartet.
• •
A rehearsal for the style show
of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
held at the New University
School auditorium at two p.m.
• • •
The District I spring meeting
of the Business and Profession-
al Women's Club will be held
at Holiday Inn, Mayfield, at
9:30 a. in. Make reservations by
March 11.
• • •
Wells Lovett, Owensboro at-
torney, will speak at an open
forum on "Your Challenge for
the Seventies" of the Christian
Social Concerns committee at
the WOW Hall at 2:30 p. in.
public Is invited to attend.
Monday. March 16
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Graham Feltner at ten a. in.
• • •
The Murray Jaycetes will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Charles Tubbs, 223 South 13th




Mrs. Clifton E. Jones opened
her borne for the meeting of the
South Pleasant Grove Homemak-
ers Club held on Monday, March
9, at one o'clock in the afternoon.
The lesson on "Designs That
Flatter You" was presented by
Mrs. Milford Orr and Mrs. Kent
Simpson.
The devotion was given by
Mrs, Dennis Boyd from Hebrews
11.1-3 and the recreation and
songs were directed by Mrs.
Ellis Paschall.
Mrs, Milford Orr, president,
presided and Mrs. pan Billing.
ton read the minutes and gave
the treasurer's report. Mem-
bers answered the roll call with
their most interesting new item.
Other members present were
Mrs. Autry McReynolds and Mrs.
Nina Craig.
Visitors were Mrs. Gonad
Paschall ancrron, Jeffrey, Mrs.
Melte Erwin, Mrs. Ann Kelly,
Mrs. Hortense Ellis, and Mrs.
Barletta. Wrather.
Delightful refreshments were
served by Mrs. Jones,
The AprIl 13th meeting at one
1p,es. will be held at the home*
Mrs. Milted Orr,
Tuesday, Merck 17
The annual style show will
be held in the new University
School auditorium at 7:30 p.m.,
sponsored by the Music De-
partment of the Murray Wo-
man's Club. The tickets are one
dollar per Person. All men and
women are invited to attend.• •
The Faith Doran Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
home of Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
1815 West Main Street, at two
p.
• • •
The Austin School PTA will
hold open house in the class
rooms at 7:30 p. m. The • stu-
dents' work will on display.
„ •
The Good Shepherd united
Methodist Church WSCS. will
meet at t* church at two .p. to.
ar • • ,
Murra' Asseieele_eio.
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Dr. Kenneth Harrell, chair man —
of the History Department of
Murray State University, was the
guest speaker at the meeting of
the Theta Department of the Mur-
ray Woman's Club held on Mon-
day, March 9, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
The speaker had as his sub-
ject, "Patriotism", as attached
to one's own area of We. He
urged each one to take an active
part in the affairs of the city,
county, state, and national gov-
ernments.
He especially challenged the
members to self educate them-
selves on What is happening to
the environment as to pollution.
He said unless something is done
along this line, the quality of life
one has grown up to enjoy will in
another 15 years be gone.
A question and answer period
followed his discussion. He was
Introduced by Mrs. Clifton Cam-
pbell, chairnian of the depart-
ment.
Ws. Rob Ray, chairman of the
style show for the Music Depart-
ment, urged members to attend
the show on Tuesday, March 17,
at 7:30 p.m. at the new Univer-
sity School auditorium.
Due to spring vacation, the
members voted to change the
.next meeting to the third Mon-
day, April 20, at 7:30 p.m. Mem-
bers note change in date.
During the social hour cherry
pie and coffee were served by the,.
hostesses. MSS. C. W. Jones,
Mrs. Robert Jones, Mrs. A. L.
Hough, and Mrs. Campbell.
\"s .that linens are availa-
ble in every color, plan your
purchases. to color cede your
home.
For example, use yellow
bottom sheets and yellow -
striped top sheets and pillow
cases for all the beds, including
baby's crib one week: blue.-'the
next; and white, the third.
First Item
Regular






T H E LEDGER & TIME'S MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Silver Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly M. Woods
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly M. Woods will celebrate their sliver
wedding anniversary on Sunday, March 15.
A reception in their honor will be held at their home at
2101 Poplar Street, Murray, from two-thirty to five o'clock in
the afternoon. All friende and relatives are invited to attend.
The couple, Kelly Woods and Estelle Lovett, were mar-
ried March 10, 1945 in Murray. The attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. Talmadge Tutt.
- Mr. Woods has been in the plumbing and electrical bus-




The Alice Waters Circle of
the First United Methodist W.
S. C. S. met Tuesday, March 9,
In the home of Mrs. Brayn Toe
ley.
The meeting was opened with
the group repeating the Lord's
Prayer in unison.
Mrs. W. E. Moffett, chairman,
presided at the business ses-
sion. Members were reminded
of the Memphis Conference WS
CS meeting to be held in Jack-
son, Tennessee on April 9 and
10, and -any who could were
urged to attend. Members of ttm Senior Cfti-
R was announced that a do- setts Club met at the Compile
nalloti to the chereli &boil hack PUY center on Friday, March
IPRon made by the Circle in ft, at teen for the monthly pot-
memory of Mrs. C. W. McClain, lack Imcheon.
who was a shut-in member of Since the February meeting
the Alice Waters Circle. was cancelled, the Valentine
A most enlightening and in. motif was used in this meeting.
teresting pre-Easter program Hostesses were Mrs. Hildred
was presented by Mrs. M. C. Sharpe, Mrs. Carrie Cole, and
Galloway. Mrs. Edna McReynolds.
Refreshments were served by Members present were Men..
the hostess to the eleven mem- dames Olive Hagan, Mildred Sh-
bars attending, and one visitor, aepe, Katie Overcast, Jessie Ho.
Mrs. Pearl Moffett. uston Roane, Essie Blalock, Ca-
The next meeting will be held rrie Cole, Olene Barrow, Jewel
on Tuesday. April 7 with Mrs. Parks, Nell D. Andrus, Mary
H. T. Waldrop. Members please Lamb, Martha Golden, Ruby Ha-
note this will be the first in- rrell, Gladys Hale Cella Rob.
stead of the second Tuesday in erts, Goldia Curd,, Virgie Clark,
the month. Edna McReynolds, Hontas Banks,
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Coll-
ice Scruggs, and Ivy Culver.
Visitors were Mrs. Bertha D.
Jones, Mrs. Amy King of Ripley,
Tenn., and Mrs. Clara Todd.
Hostesses for the April 3rd
meeting will be •Mrs. Hordes
Banks, Mrs. Virgie Clark, and
Mrs. Martha Golden.
ONE ARM OF THE LAW
SEVENOAKS, England (UPI)
—Pub owner John Burriuck
says he's returning his slot
machine to its manufacturer
because It keeps paying out
jackpots to one of his custo-
mers, a retired police sergeant.
Bm-rluck says be wants




_When laundering an), thing
containing spandex. hand or
machine wash in luke Warm
water. Do not use chlorine
bleach. Rather. use oxygen or
sodium perborate t pe • bleach.
Rinse thoroughly and drip dry.
I se low temperature for machine
drying.
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
HOW TO TREAT THEM.
IN JUST 24 HOURS.
not pleased. your 48, back •t •nydriag counter. Gotten" up 'Ileitis, legso BACKACHE may warn of func-tional kidney disorders — ."Danger




'el I ok. •
'hostess ran help you
over the anxiety of
ting acquainted in ?ley%
surroundings and make
you feel at "If only
SweetII firile." utg.s III








The South Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home




Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Thomas loess at
seven p. m.
• • •
Grove -US of the Woodmen
of the World will meet at the




Club will meet at the home
of Mee. Pat Bogard at 12:30
• • •
The Sonnyside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Henry James at 11 a. in.
A sack lunch will be • senee.
• • •
The Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club will meet at the
Community Center at 7:30 p.
Willard Alla will speak
The Hazel Women's Club will
meet at the club room at
• • •
Friday, March 13
The Waiting Wives Club will
have a bingo party at the home
of Mrs. Jan Vance at seven p.
m. All waiting wives are invit-
ed. For information call 753-
3.147 or 753-7320.
• • •
The Faculty Couples Bridge
Club will meet at the Student
Union Building cafeteria at 7:30
pm. For further information
call Mrs. Wallace Swan 753-
8838.
The North Murray Homemak
en s Club will meet at the h




Simi Phi Epsilon pledg
class will have a car wash at
the J. & S. Service Station from
eight cm. to four p.m. For free
pickup and, delivery call 753-
1815. The cost is $125.
Bethany Class Has
Meeting A t Home
Of Mrs. Parker
The lovely home of Mrs, V. W.
Parker was the scene of the
social meeting of the Bethany
Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist Church held on Monday,
March 9, at seven o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Earl Wexford was the de-
votional speaker and her subject
was "Will There Be A Bounteous
Revival". Questions she askec
were will we be believing, will
we be bearing witness, will we
be backing our pastor and chur
and will we be battling for
Lord? She discussed each
tion.
The speaker was int
by Mrs. Gerfte Furls E
The opening prayer was led
Mrs. Edgar Morris.
Presiding at the meeting in
absence of the president, Mrs
Noel Melugin, who was ill
Mrs. Charles Mercer who
read the minutes. Mrs. Joe Par
ker gave the treasurer's repor
During the social hour refr
shments were served to th
teen members present by
dames Rudolph Thurman, G.
Evans, Kelly •OutLand, Gray





The Calloway County High Sc-
hool chapter of the Future Tea-
chers of America met Monday,
March 2, in Room 200 at the
school.
Kathy Stubblefield, president,
presided, Wanda Garrett read
the minutes and Dortha Jackson
gave the treasurer's report.
Plans for the banquet were
discussed and members remind-
ed about the state convention.
Members voted for FTA Girl
and the slate of officers for
next year was announced. The
officers for 1970-71 will be elec-
ted in a special call meeting.
The devotion was given by
Dottie Hale who read Psalms
61.
Sharon Underwood, vice-pres-
ident, presented the program on
"Education". Others taking part
were Mary Duncan, Wanda Garr-
ett, Martha Beale, Barbara Bri-
nein, Cynthia Cooper, Joyce Wi-
nchester, Lyn Dunn, Janey Kelso,
and Laura Sills.
Changes in living - patterns
aren thering Eva SciWmaii,
he lingerie designer. She loves
the fact that her "lingerie" de-
.4igns go swimming:And to the
beach as coverups.
—
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Mrs. Hoyt Gardner of Louisville, left, presented Mrs. Don
Keller, president of the Murray Woman's Club, with a certifl-
cats of appreciation as a layman for service in field of health
promotion at a recant luncheon of the Calloway County Modi-




The Calloway County Medical
Auxiliary held a luncheon meet-
ing at the home of the president,
Mrs. James C. Hart.
Presentation was made of a
certificate of appreciation to
Mrs. Don Keller by thepresident
of the Woman's Auxiliary to the
Kentucky Medical Association,
Mrs. Hoyt Gardner of Louisville.
The ertificate of appreciation
was made In recognition of the
outstanding contribution of Mrs.
Keller as a layman in the fi
of health wherein humanitarian
efforts and uncompensated ser-
vices have alleviated suffering
and promotored ItIth and educ-
ation, Mrs. Gardner said.
Mrs. Keller, as president of,
the Multay Woman's Club and as
a private individual, has been
very active in the promotion of
health services in Calloway Cou-
nty.
To Philippe Heim, of Paris,
the death of old taboos is the
reason for the current dress and
costume explosion. He says teen-
agTeis, especially; have used
flishion as a weapon to break
traditions, and "mass media have
spread the word and hastened
their acceptance7-For
few. years of the 70s, he feels


















"Come to Ben Franklin . Shop Where Your
()I I N —
5:00
- 8: i() 900 S.dott[tv
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Last week was the best response we have ever had, to
•11
any promotion we have had. There is no way we could really express o
ur thanks to our customers, but we
are going to try. After 16 years, we know that as long as we give yo
u the most for Your dollar, this is our way of saying Thank You. We will
 continue to sell
at these real "old fashioned" prices as long as the merchandise lasts: Perhaps 
you have heard business is slow, sales are down . . . don't you believe it!. True,
money is harder to come by, and we know this, so as always, we give you 
bigger and better buys than anyone else, and back it with service that satisfies, and




has 6 Fabric Settings
• Fabric Selector. Set it for what you're was
hing! It picks
the right water temperature, agitation and spin 
speeds.
• Deep Action Agitator. Plunges clothes deep 
into sudsy
water for thorough washing.
• 2-Positiort"Og4d _Water Selector. Saves hot 
water, helps
prevent shrinking and fading.






with Durable Press Care
• 2-Position Fabric Selector—has Regular plus 
Deli-
cate-Durable Press heat settings to safely dr
y all
waitles.
• Dur Press Care—proper temperature plus 
end-
of-cycle cool-down bring Durable Press items 
out
of the dryer ready to wear, or put away, wit
hout
Ironing.
• No-stoop Dacron UM screen right on door.





Green. repossessed. Used only 60 days.
Frigidaire (one only) . . .
REFRIGERATOR 
Floor model.
Frigidaire (one only) . . .
REFRIGERATOR 
17-Ft., double door. Frost proof. Copper.
UP TO M MONTHS TO PAY
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR COLOR DURING SALM
M Inch (taw only) . . . .
'199.95 FRIGIDAIRE RANGE *189.95
White, floor model.
BUILT-IN . . . Any Color
:189.95 APPLIANCES REDUCED 20 to 30%
FRIGIDAIRE
AIR CONDITIONERS _ _ only '229.95
'319.95 
15.000 BTU output.
— NI DAYS SAME AS CASH —
Frigidaire (one only) . . .
UPRIGHT FREEZER  1199.95
Floor model.
•All FROST-PROOF! You'll never eefrost again. U 126-LB. S It
FREEZER across the top. Roomy. II TWIN HYDRATORS! Hold up to
23.4 tits. II DEEP DOOR SHELF for half-gallon milk cartons, all
bottles. IN REMOVABLE REFRIGERATOR DOOR SHELF FRONTS foi
easy cleaning. $23995 Wfr
sway--
Model AEP-8MN 8.000 BTU s
FRIGIDAIRE
Liimmilimmimmffimmimumminmmiimmumimmummumunimi




73. thee 795 so on
YOUR CHOICE









DRAWING TO BE HELD SAT.
MARCH 14th, 5 p.m. COME
IN AND REGISTER TODAY.
• THE BEST BUY WE HAVE EVER
HAD ON A DELUXE SET
$54988





























Luxury-feature Color TV with
Automatic Fine Tuning. A.F.T.
electronically pinpoints correct
signal on both VHF and UHF
channels. Transformer-powered
25,000-volt chassis features
Solid State components in .
several key circuits. New Vista°
VHF and Solid State UHF






Here is your opportunity
to put the luxury of RCA
console Color TV in your
home at an easy-to-buy
price. Space-saving


















in for a demonstration.
The STOCKHOLM
Model OM.6411
23. Nod- 2915 se. In. Meters
EVERYONE CAN AFFORD ONE OF THESE!!
RC11, 
AM
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Madisonville WKMA h.
Morehead wKMR Ch. 38
Murray-Mayfield WKMU Ch. 21
Owenton WKON Ch. 52
Pikeville WKPI Ch. 22
• rset WKSO Ch. 29
Ashland WKAS Ch. 25
Bowling Green WKGB Ch. 53
Covington WCVN Ch. 54
Elizabethtown WKIT Ch. 23
Hazard WKHA Ch. 35




I. Pointers and oral drills for
teachers using the first level
Spanish telelessons. (C)
430 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD.
Misterogers makes a kite.
5:00 SESAME STREET #74: Children.
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM:
For Youth Art Month, repeat of a
telelesson from the primary art
series.
6:25 CALLING ALL CONSUMERS:
WHO'S BEHIND THE LABEL?
Presented in cooperation with the
U. K. College of Agriculture Co-
operative Extension Service.
6:70 WHAT'S NEW #286: U.N. — V.I.P.
TOUR 411: Two children from the
International School take a pre-
tend tour of the U. N.
7:00 THE SHOW. Guests are the pres-
ident of Young Americans for Free-
dom and American Indian folk
singer Patrick Sky, (C)
II:00 THE ADVOCATES. Debate: "Should
the U. S. Subsidize Medical
Clinics?"
9:00 NET JOURNAL THE BRAIN. A
factual and fanciful study of the




II: Pointers and oral drills for
teachers. (C)
4:30 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD.
Mr. Appel, the magician, shows
some magic tricks.
5:00 SESAME STREET *75: Children.
L. TV SCIENCE CLUB *10: THE
SCIENCE OF CHEMISTRY: The
tiub sees some dry ice and learns
how to make a chemical garden.
Last in the series. Presented in
cooberation with 4-H Programs UK
Cooperative Extension Service.
6:30 WHAT'S NEW: U.N.-INTERPRE-
TERS: A tour around a Conference
room at the U.N.
7:00 PUT IT IN WRITING PREVIEW.
Presented in cooperation with the
Kentucky Training and Develop-
ment Foundation.
7:31 MAKING THINGS GROW.. SUC-
CULENTS: These easy-to-care-for
and unusual house plants are the
delight of weekenders. Thalassa
enumerates several varieties and
shows how they may be repotted
in a flash. (C)
1:00 SOUL SPECIAL! An hour's line-up
of black talent from the rhythm
blues, gospel and hard rock fields
of music. (C)
LOS NET-FESTIVIG.: MY HEARTS IN
THE HIGHLANDS: The world pre-
miere of Jack Beeson's new opera
based on the Saroyan play of the
same name. (C)
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18
- COO GUESSING PATTERNS TEACHER
ORIENTATION Discussion for
teachers using the Guessing Pat-
terns series.
4:30 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD.
In Make-Believe, Daniel and "X"
take turns playing with the magic
kites.
onAt.. TeLevlesoN
5:00 SESAME STREET #76: Children.
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM:
KENTUCKY IS MY LAND: Divided
loyalties in Kentucky are dis-
cussed in this lesson from the
seventh grade Kentucky History
series. Produced by Kentucky Edu-
cational Television. (C)
6:30 WHAT'S NEW #200: U.N.—COM-
MUNICATIONS: Shows how the
U.N. keeps in touch with distant
places around the world.
7:00 FORSYTE SAGA: AFTERNOON AT
ASCOT: Fleur and Jon seem re-
solved to keep their distance, but
Holly sees trouble brewing.
8:00 MUSIC ON TV #2: THE PIANO.
(C)
6:30 BOOK BEAT: DAVID SANFORD
edited articles from The New Re-
public about the dangers and
frauds faced by the American con-
sumer in "Hot War on the Con._
sumer." Presented in cooperation
with Dept. of Libraries. (C)
9:00 FRENCH CHEF: SWEETBREADS
AND BRAINS: Julia Child shows
how to prepare delicate sweet-
breads and brains In a variety of
ways.
9:30 PANNED: PATTERNS OF NURS-
ING I: Presented in cooperation
with the University of Kentucky
Medical Center and the Schools
of Dentistry and Medicine at the
University of Louisville. (C)
THURSDAY, MARCH 19
4:00 PUT IT IN WRITING PREVIEW.
Presented in cooperation with the




Misterogers repairi Officer Clem-
mons' chair, and asks Picture-Pic-
ture to show how real chairs are
made.
500 SESAME STREET *77: Children.
-6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM:
The progressive movement is the
topic from the eleventh grade
American History series.
C25 CALLING ALL CONSUMERS:
MINI-GARDENS FOR VEGE-
TABLES: Presented in cooperation
with the UK College of Agricul-
ture Cooperative Extension Serv-
ice.
6:30 WHAT'S NEW: U.N.—REPORTING
ON THE U.N.: The press, radio
and television all play an import-
ant part in dispatching news.
7:00 CONVERSATION: DR. GERALD
ELSE, historian of Greek drama,
and visiting professor at Western
Ky. University, is interviewed.
Produced by Western Kentucky
University. (C)
7:30 FOLK GUITAR: The spiritual "All
My Trials" is taught with a com-
plicated strum and suspensions.
Also taught is chord building.
8,00 WASIONGTON WEEK IN REVIEW.
(C)
&AI NET PLAYHOUSE: JESUS: A PAS-
SION PLAY FOR AMERICANS.
FRIDAY, MARCH 20
4:00 CONVERSATION: DR. GERALD
ELSE. See 7:00 Thursday.
4:30 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD:
RUBELLA FIGHT- ER AND FUTURISTIC WEAPON
. Dr. Hernandez ciVi serum gun
Strange Little "Gun" Helps
Fight Against German Measles
, By Lois Campbell
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A strange
little gun now in widespread use
by Kentucky's rubella fighters,
is taking the Sting outof the assa-
ult on German measles for both
the kids who must take the shots
and for their tanaying mommies
and clacklles who must buy them
Tfttretelf - -
The children semally ipPrdacti
the imeendint-1111111111100a-
the same apprehensiens..But the-
• #
re's no needle. Just the strange
looktng gun.
Hesitanlly they pick it up. The
boldest of the lot goes first.
Others watch his reaction—await
his testimony.
• "It doesn't hurt," - he pro-
claims.
I. too, found ite wtiold idea
being-ineesaleeeieimieh
to accept when you don't sat
elm rieedite-The
penetrates the skin in a needle-
thin stream under about 12,000
pounds of pressure,
And since there is no needle,
danger of infection by other dis-
ease microbe which might be on
an unsterile needle Is rel.
It really is a strange little
gun — but one used widely in
arger clinics around the world,
Kentucky's first gun went in
use in 1966. Since then, says
Dr, Joseph Skaggs, of the De-
partment of Health, a cost ana-
lysis shows that the gun has paid
for itself twi( e over in money
saved on purchases of needle
and syringes — and time.
-
gun cheaper in She long run but
's so meal qialelies, • -
It takes only six seconds.
College Students Show Concern Over
Lack Of Job Recruiters On Campuses
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Campus
job recruiters from major
companies used to— and in
some cases still do—stir college
students to riot. NOW recruiters
have presented many students
with a fresh cause for concern
because of their absence train
the campuses. A slowdown In
the economy has resulted in a
major slump in the recruitment
of top college students for jobs
in business and industry. United
Press International reporters
throughout the country checked
on the college job market. The




The gravy train has stopped
running for graduating college
students and many of them
may be scratching for good
jobs when they graduate this
spring.
The class of 19'70 is hpieg
forced to face a hard fact of
life— many businesses and in-
dustries are far less interested
in hiring bright young men than
they were just a year ago.
These were the conclusions of
a BPI survey of how graduat-
ing _students stand • in- the job
market.
• College and university piaci*
inent directors reported cam-
pus job recruitment may be at
its slowest pace since the end
of the Korean War in 1953.
The causes, they said, start
with a $4 billion cut in defense
spending, exacerbated by high
Interest rates, a squeamish
stock marke t, the profit
squeeze, the return of Vietnam
veterans, and a surfeit of
college and high school teach-
ers, particularly in the liberal
arts fields.
"Can Do"-Men Wanted
The results are that job
recruiters for major industries
have canceled appearances at
many campuses; that real*
meat has plummeted in such
industries as aerospace aid
others intimately related to
defense; that expansion and
research funding have been cut
back, that recruiters are
'looking for "can do" men rio
can step in and do a job lbw
without years of additional
training and seasoning.
Consequently, student:
awakening to the situation are
grabbing at job offers they
would have been inclined to
pass up a year ago, While they
are lowering their sights, many
are also following the advice of
placement directors to get a
shave, a haircut and a clean
white shirt before they go job
hunting.
The "can do" types who will
have little trouble finding the
jobs they want include accoun-
tants, chemical engineers, sales
,management graduates, phar-
maceutical technicians, and
holders of masters degrees in
business administration.
Those not so fortunate include
other ranks of engineers,
particularly those specializing
in aerospace; graduates looking
forward to careers in pure
research, and liberal arts
graduates emerging from col-
lege without any particular
skills.
Nor can holders of advanced
degrees expect their doctoral
and master's certificates to pay
off big i the job market.
Raymond Stocker, placement
director at the University of
Rhode Island, observed that
companies are no longer eager
to pay e100 to $150 a month
extra for degrees they don't
think they need.
The College Placement Coun-
cil, a nonprofit organization
which deals with 1,300 college
placement offices and 2,1013
employers, reported recruiting
was down 26 per cent from 1969
for immdidates for master's
degrees, down 16 per cent at
the bachelor's degree level, and
down 14 per cent for Ph.Ds.
"It Is pretty apparent," a
spokesman for the council said,
"that this is the slowest
recruiting year in 10 years.
How long it will remain this
way is anyone's guess,"
Universities and colleges,
some of them prime hunting
grounds for the recruiters in
years past, had facts and
figures-to attest to their hiring
slump.
_Stanford University reported
5$ major firms and seven
governmental agencies canceled
recruiting dates for the first
three months of 19/0— the
prime roundup season for
college job prospects, Princeton
said the numbers of companies
interviewing studeets was down
20 per cent, Rutgers, 25 per
cent, and Rhode Island 20 to 25
' Rtcrtfiting is down 8 er cent
at Wisconsin an Ii per "en
Texas, A_ WhOPIAng -30 to 40 per
cent of expected firms canceled
recruitment plans at Colorado
State,
Eugene L. Nelson, placement
director at the University of
Colorado, summed it up as "a
pretty soggy, sick-looking year
for placements."
Arthur Lecher, director of
placement of graduates at the
University of Pennsylvania,
notes "There was a time when
industry would hire a lot of
people who could be trained in
two or three years, or even
four. Nov they hire a person
who can be used right away
and earn that money they are
being geld and bring in the
money."
In such a buyers' market,
college placement directors
have been droceine broad hints
to graduates to shape up to the
times.
Jobe L. Munchauer, director
of the Cornell University
Career Center, sent clown word
that "it may not be prudent to
be alienated, arrogant or to
have excessively long hair."
Dr, Egon Plager, director of
placement at Siena College,
believed students are getting
the message.
"They're paying more atten-
floc to their demenor and their
appearance," he said. "They're
cutting off their long hair, even
their mustaches, and they're
putting on a suit and tie."
RESIDENTS FUMING
ISLE of ISCHIA, Italy (UPI)
—Residents scuffled with police
Monday in a demonstration to
protest plans to build a garbage
incinerator on the island.
A group of 500 persons
erected a barricade with
automobiles, tires and junk to
keep police out. Residents insist
the incinerator would ruin
tourism, the island's main
Industry.
Designs are being drawn for
machines that will pick, wash







Mrs. Hazel Cunningham, 1624
Magnolia, Murray; Mrs. Marie
Parrish, Rte, 6, Murray; Mrs.
Patricia Miller and Baby Boy,
104 William Ave., Murray; Miss
Lyllis Whitford, Box 55, Murray;
Mrs. Tina Schlosser and Baby
Boy, Lowes; Mrs. Dorothy Holl-
and and Baby Boy, Rte. 4, Murr-
ay; Master Michael R. Gooch,
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Vivian
Adams, Rte. 7, Mayfield.
Four million persons were
counted in the first census of the






















DECORATOR SHADES AND PATTERNS
STYLE PERFECT CARPETS
are • Stain Resistant • Moth Proof
• Water Resistant • Mildew Proof.
Deep, luxurious carpets in a wide
range of the newest decorator col-
ors. Strong enough to take all the
rough and tumble of family life —
without a sign of wear.
FHA App. 501 Nylon Hi-Lo Sheered Pile
yd (includes pad IL Inrstallaflon,
We Specialize In Shag Carpets
Come in and see the beautiful colors
of Other Carpets.
Foam rubker Padding je per sq-yd. wittvall orders
placed during this event. ./1 81.25 per sq. yard value.
Southside Shopping Center
753 3320 - 753-3321
GRAND OPENING





By James D. Sewel
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Kentucky Traffic Courts Should
Have A Higher Conviction Rate
By James D. Sewell
Facts and figures from recent
studies conducted by the Kentuc-
ky Traffic Safety Coordinating
Committee have born out the fact
that the majority of violators
of Kentucky's traffic laws have
previous records of offenses,
some of them being quite leng-
thy." However, the full impact
of these figures may not be
immediately recognized without
delving further into some of the
Individual cases.
A few days ago, a central Ken-
tucky newspaper editor wrote
to the Committee requesting in-
formation in relation to two driv-
ers in the newspaper's circula.
tion area, Since the files con-
cerning traffic violations are a
matter of public record, copies
of the two individuals' driving
records were forwarded to the
editor. One of the files showed
that the driver in question had
had his license suspended a total
of thirteen times. The other had
lost his twenty-six times. Due to
the repeated extensions of sus-
pension time, the former is not
eligible for a new license until
1973, while the latter may not
legally drive until 1979.
These cases are obviously ex-
tremes. However, it is estimat-
ed that 98 percent of those per-
sons whose licenses are revoked
continue to drive without them.
In an effort to prevent this, the
Traffic Safety Coordinating Co-
mmittee is sending the names
of revokees to the local news-
papers in their area for pub-
Hailing. It is hoped that the nam-
es will be read by the public and
by local law enfor cement officers
and that it will be a recognized
fact that these people should not
be driving.
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the highways. Let the record
stand for all to see that the
following statistics should bear
out the fact that a definite crack-
down on traffic violators is not
only needed, but is essential:
1968 — 1,054 Kentucky traffic
fatalities - 55,200 Amer Leans kill-
Nevertheless, these people
continue to drive illegally. The
seat of the problem often seems
to lie within the courts. The pun-
ishment for driving with a revok-
ed license constitutes a fine of
not less than $2 nor more than
$500 or six months detention or
both. But too many violators, not
.only of this but of speeding laws
also, are released with no coo-
viction or have their charges
reduced. This release or reduc-
tion can only give them incentive
to drive illegally more frequent-
ly, since the courts are, in effe-
ct, giving them the proverbial
"blank check" by letting them
go unpunished.
Looking from the most optim-
istic standpoint, one could poss-
ibly conclude that many judges
do not levy fines on or reduce
charges for these violators be-
cause they are not actually aware
of the potential danger involved





By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR 'ABBY: My problem is a husband who will NOT
wear a wedding ring. We've been married for 10 months, and
this is the only thing we ever had angry words about.
He wore his wedding ring on our honeymoon, bat as sees
as we got home, be took it oft First be said it was too tight,
so I had it made larger. Then he said it fit all right, but it
made him "uncomfortable." Why should a little ring make
him uncomfortable? I would be uncomfortable WITHOUT
mine.
He says he won't wear it to work, but he'll wear it to
parties. Abby, that's the whole point. I'm WITH him at
parties. It's when I'm NOT with him that I want him to wear
It.
We really love each other, and I do trust him, but this
bugs me. What should I do? LONG BEACH WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Get off his back. It's probably not the ring
be objects to as much as your insistence that he wear It. You
say you trust him. So TRUST him! He KNOWS he's married,
and if you continue to nag him about it your problem wiU be
mach bigger than a "little ring."
DEAR ABBY: I think I am too flat for my age. My
measurements are 27-22-27. I am eleven years old and am 4
feet 9. I have friends who are not much taller than I am, and
they are wearing a 30 AA cup bra.
I wish my mother would get me a bigger bra so I would
look more like my girl friends. I asked her once, and she said
she would get me a bigger bra when I need it, and not until.
Abby, I wouldn't want a bra that looked too padded for a
girl my age, but don't you think just a little padding would
look better? FLAT AS A PANCAKK, -
DEAR FLAT: Be patient. And when you get a little
eider, if you are still conspicuously "flat." ask your mother
to take you to a good lingerie shop, and let the authorities
there be the judges and make recommendations. In other
words, at the proper time. what nature has forgotten—stuff
with cotton.
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago I married the most
wonderful man this world will ever see. We had four
wonderful children, and life for us could not have been
better. Then cancer took him away, but not before be made
sure that his family was provided for in every way.
When he first learned that he was not long for this world,
he started looking around for his replacement. Yes, Abby,
you heard me right. His replacement!
You see, he knew that no decent woman who had been
married as long as I should be without male companionship,
and be loved me enough not to leave me to the streets and
bars and other places where lonely women go in search of
men.
My sainted husband brought a very fine gentleman to our
home, introduced us, and this man became like one of the
family. He loved the children and they loved him. We all
lived together for five months, then my dear husband died
happy, knowing that his replacement and I were compatible
In every way. Of course, the town gossips had a lot to say
about this arrangement, but it didn't bother us. Our oldest ta
girl, 16,1 realised that a woman needs more than food and a
roof over her head to make her happy.
FULFILLED IN ARKANSAS
CONFIDENTIAL TO "DISAPPOINTED IN YOU": Yes,
I am absolutely certain that the letter from the man who
claimed, his boss caught him in the hall closet chewing
frantically en a rubber duck was as phony as a 3 dollar MR.
The problem of "space" In this column sometimes
necessitates "eating" parts of the letter. bat please believe
me, my "rubber chewer" had his tongue (sans rubber ditch I
me his cheek whoa he writs that letter.
yworll _feel better if you gel it eft._
LOS Angeles, Cal.
11111111. tee- MeV addressed
sovelepe.
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ed on highways - 2,000,000 injur-
ies disabling beyond day of acci-
dent.
1969 — 1,085 Kentucky traffic
fatalities estimated- 57,400 es-
timated Americans killed on hi-
ghways.
Drinking involved in 50 Pa-
4Ladies bonded sleeve-
less long top with two
buckle closing. A-line
skirt. Sizes: 8 to 16.
Assorted spring colors.
Shoulder strap bag with wood buc-
--
kle trim. Colors: Black, Alabaster,
Carnaby Tan. Big K has many more
styles -and colors- from which to
choose.
cent of fatal incidents; one-third
of fatal accidents directly attrib-
uted to speeding.
One million more traffic fata-
lities in America between 1900
and 1968 than all our battlefield
deaths since Revolutionary War
10 1776.
And the rate continues to rise
It should therefore be evident
that we, as Kentuckians and Am-
ericans, should do everything
within our powers to combat
the increasing slaughter on our
highways. Since most accidents
occur within a 25-mile radius
Assortment of girls beautiful
spring styles and colors, prints
and solids in 3-6X and 7-14.
Bonded 4avasette sleeveless vest and short
sleeve dress with stripe torso with pleated
skirt. Sizes: 5 to 13. In Navy only. See our
assortment of to :Inc] three piece ensembles
in sizes 8 to 16
of home, the burden is left oath
local officials. We should plead
with them to increase conviction
rates to the ultimate. If favor-
itism is evident or suspected
to a significant degree, grand
jury investigations of local con-
viction rates should be called
.t4fh ;141
LADIES POLYESTER KNIT
THURSDAY — MARCH 12, 1970
for; if no results are obtained,
take to the polling places. Con-
cerned citizens should remem-
ber that every illegal or irres-
ponsible driver is a threat to any
person who may beon the highway
at the same time. It is your life
at stake, and it CAN happea to
YOU.
DRESSES
9 4 4 
100% Dacron Polyester Double
Knit. Short sleeves, stand up
collar, long torso, 2-button hole
pockets, 3-tuck skirt. Solid col-
ors—lilac, blue and green. Sizes
10-18. Half sizes 144 to'224. ,
Seamless stretch
opaque panty.  One












UNHAPPY BIRTHDAYS'—Not for these two, Who defy Friday the 13th 
with bad luck sym-
bols in Columbus. Ohio. Holding the umbrella I raised indoors is Cathy Secrist, who 
was
13 MI February's Friday the 13th Under the ladder, with a black cat an
d broken mirror. is







all bedrooms are standard
when it comes to furnishings
—bed, chest, pelhaps a chair
and night table. Even so, a
clever decorator can meet the
challenge and come up with
novel touches that make such
standard equipment look high-
ly original.
Emily Malino is just such a
decorator There's always one
thing special - maybe two.
three or more in her decora-
tor rooms that suggests in-
teresting possibilities. Emily,
a consultant to Monsanto's
Textiles Division. is not a chi-
chi decorator She's a woman
with an eye out for the bar-
gain buy, the odd remnant of
fabric, the secondhand chest
with make-over potential '
Pictured here are her ideas
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Managing timber for a profit
requires more from the land-
owner than simply selling trees
that are big enough to make a
sawlog. A woodland owner must
manage his timber just as a
farmer must plant, fertilize, cul-
tivate, improve seed, harvest,
and sell his crop.
Because of good management,
the farmer has increased his
yield, increased the quality of
his product, and decreased his
workload through better equip-
ment and research. The same
can be done in forest manage-
ment.
The big difference between for-
est management and farm mana-
gement is the length of time in-
volved. The farmer is involved
mainly with crops that mature
In one year, whereas the wood-
land owner is growing a crop
that matures in 20-60 years.
This is where good timber
management becomes important,
shortening this time period and
still keeping the end product at
the highest possible level of qual-
ity.
As slated above, there are
basically three things that good
management should do for the
landowner. They are (1) Incre-
ase _yield, (2) increase quality,
and (-Ye ( DECREASE WORKLOAD
Through good timber manage-
ment yields can be increased
by thinning, removing undesira-
ble trees, selecting superior se-
ed, and by shortening the length
of time between planting and har-
vesting.
The quality of your timber
can be increased by planting
superior trees, selecting high
quality seed trees, and by prun-
ing. The workload has already
been decreased by the new equ-
ipment on the market such as
chain saws, loaders, skidders,
bigger more powerful trucks,
etc.
If you the landowner had never
planted corn or soybeans you
wouldn't dive in head first and
plant would you? Of course not,
you would., do some research
and most likely ask advice from
someone who has successfully
raised corn and soybeans before.
The same is true for woodland
eigaagement. Why take the chan-
ce on a crop failure and loss of
Investment when you can have
free advise from an experienced
forester!
If you are a woodland owner
and want this advice, contact
your County Ranger at 753-3087
or call the District Office in
11ay-fie1d at 247-3913 or 247-
3941.
ar
PLATFORM COVERED with white ACT
IUM,' carpet plus
mattress make bed for teenager. Contour sp
read stitched
with brightly colored fabric is an 
unusual bed covering.
1. %1-AI comphle s.‘ ith-,prrtypd,on
roo,n, 41114 -4:arion frjaer carpeli•thitt:44-
mad. by slit htba t.onek
The oldest Known circus was
be Circus Maximus of 329 B.C.
5*,
Arkansas is the nation's
eel producer of bauxite ore.
SNIPER KILLS SELF
MUREAUX, France (UP!).-
Michel Wullaert, 32, fired at
passing automobiles from a
window of his apartment
Sunday, killing one policeman
and wounding two others before
taking his own life.
Wullaert's wife took their five
children to a neighbor's home
when Wullaert began his
sniping with a hunting rifle.




off Africa's southeast coast,
became the Malagasy Republic
in 1960.
THURSDAY - MARCH 12. 1970
&Rai
BED-IN Protesting 1 e lack of housing At reasonable rates
in Copenhagen, Denmark, Aase Jepaen, 25, moved her bed










ON ALL READY TO FINISH FURNITURE-




• Easy to use • Completely scrub-
bable • One coat covers most colors
• Dries in 20 minutes • Hundreds of




During our Grand Openirfg, 3 drawings for valuable prizes
will be held each day. To be eligible for one of these prize:.
simply corn em n and register. You need not be present to




1. Black 8. White Portable
TV
2. Electric Hand Mixer
3. Electric Can ,Opener
4. One Room Vinyl Floor
Covering (12 x 14)
5. One Room Carpet & Pad-
ding (12 x 14)
.On. Room Carpet & Pad-
ding (12 x 14)
7. Deacons Bench
S. Artist 011 Kit
9. Ext. House Pt (5 gal.)
10. Custom Made Bed
Spread
11. 10 yds Bath Room Vik-
ing Carpet
Florence Pohler, Sherwin Williams Color 6DeeoratorConsult-
ant will be attending the Grand Opening Thursday, March
12th and Friday, March 13.
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25-Aleutian 32 Snare 43-Chinese mile
islend 33-Dance step 44-Slave
26-Former Russian 36-Roman gods 45 Ireland
ruler 37-Toward rear of 4411es'























M. Stanton Evans, one of the
foremost political writers and
lecturers in America today, will
speak in the University School
Auditorium at Murray State Un-






Porter VAN* - 1110/1110Of
111 Maple St. 751-2911
beginning at 7:30 p.m., the Mur-
ray State Student Government
has announced.
At 35, Evans, a native of King-
sville, Tex., is editor of The
Indianapolis News.
He also is the former manag-
ing editor of "The Washington
Newsletter", an assistant editor
of "The Freeman," and a regu-
lar contributor to and associate
editor of "National Review."
In addition, be is the author
of "Revolt on Campus," "The
Liberal Es4bLishmenti" "The
Politics of Surrender," "The
Lawbreakers," "The Future of
Conservatism," and this spring,
"Conservatism and Freedom."
Evans' articles also have app-
eared in newspapers from Les
Angeles to New York as well as
"Time" magazine and "The
Congressional R ecor d."
His Murray taseilissolet is 819‘
ag made possible through the
Intercollegiate Studies Institute,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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The Dick Cinnift Show
The Dick Coven Slow
The Dick Cretin Vow
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Home Bible study
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (UPI)-
More people enrolled in the
Assemblies of God home Bible
study courses in 1969 than ever
before and the percentage of
those completing the courses is
rising, according to the Rev.
Hardy - Steinberg, national secre-
tary of the A/G department of
education.
The Rev. Steinberg reported
TO CATCH A THIEF
ROME (UPI)- The man who
stole Angelo Peruso's car can
relax— the bottle inside con-
tained French Cognac and not
rat Peraxes brother
admitted he made up the story
Monday to scare the thief.





This new plan pays you up to $50.00
per day when any member of your
family is hospitalized.., even if your
hospital bill is less!
• Protect the whole family . . . before and after
Medicare!
The Benefit Trust Life Daily Benefit Plan pays you
up to $50.00 per day when any member of the fam-
ily is hospitalized—for every sickness, accident, or
maternity'—to a maximum of 400 days. You collect'
from BTL, even if your hospital ll is less than the
daily payment you choose! And if ,you want, you
can also have coverage for miscellaneous hospital ex-
pense up to $975.00, surgical costs up to $900, and
doctor's bills up to $500.00.
This plan is guaranteed renewable for life, regard-
less of change in your health!
For complete information ... without cost or ob-
ligation . . . get this free folder. Mail the coupon
today!
I3ENEFIT TRUS
.1 F' E INSURANC E COMPANY
• Mutual Legal Reserve Company known for SO years as
Benefit AliSOciation ol Railway Employees
r...111ENEIFIT TRUST LIFE





P.O. Dee 449, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Please rush full information on your Daily Benefit plan the,
pays cash to me when any member of my family is hospitalized.





that the 1969 monthly average
of 194 course enrollments was
a 7 per cent increase over 1968
and brought the total enrolled
to 24,500. And, he said, nearly
50 per cent of the courses
started are completed, compared
with only 35.9 per cent com




Johanna Comisak of Paducah,
a journalism - speech major
at Murray State University, has
been awarded a $100 scholarship
by the Kentucky Press ASSOCille
tion to further her study of jour-
nalism.
Selected- by the scholarship
board of the KPA, she was not-
ified that she had been chosen
as one of five scholarship re-
cipients for the 1969-70 school
year by Arthur J. Viehman, Jr.,
secretary-manager of the assoc-
iation.
, Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
l. Comisak of Paducah Route 2,
Miss ComLsak is a co-sews editor
of the Murray State News, the
university newspaper, and has
earned listing on the Dean's List
each semester she has attended
Murray State,
ax
Claim all your exemptions
to avoid tax overpayment
EDITOR'S NOTE:` To avoid
paying more taxes titan you
owe, you can and should claim
all the exemptions available for
yourself, your wife ind your
children. This is the third in
a series on how In make out
your 1969 federal income tax
return as painlessly as possible.
She is a member of Alp-
Omicron Pi social sorority
Alpha Phi Gamma honorary Jo
rnalism fraternity and is presi-
dent of Alpha Lambda Delta,
national honor society for fresh-
man women.
Miss Comisak is a 198 grid-
uate of Heath High School where
she was valedictorian of her
Class and editor of the school
newspaper.
Viehman said selections for
KPA scholarships each year ar
based on scholastic achievement,
recommendations, and inter
In a career in journalism. The
program has been in existence
since 1951.
Other students awarded schol-
arships this year include two
from the University of Kentucky,
one from Western Kentucky Un-





Every taxpayer, regardless of
his income, is entitled to at
least one personal exemption.
To avoid paying more taxes than
you owe, be sure to claim all
your exemptions.
Each exemption is worth
$600. Since you can claim
one right off the bat for your-
self, you can reduce your tax-
able income by at least $600.
But you may .be able to claim
other exemptions as well.
The exemption has been un-
changed at $600 for the last
21 years. Congress voted last
December to raise it to $625
next July 1, to $650 for 1971,
to $700 in 1972 and $750 there-
after.
But those higher figures are
for the future.' Tax returns due
April 15 cover_ 1969 income
when the exemption - was $600.
But even at that rate, exemp-
tions can cut your tax liability
substantially_ _
After counting yourself as
your first exemption, you can
usually count your wife as a
second unless she files a separate
return. The saint' goes for each
of your dependent 'children.
Thus, a taxpayer with a wife
and two dependent children can
take four exemptions -- one per
person -- and reduce his in-
come by $2,400.
If yi,ti earned $8.000 during
1 4)(0). for example. your four
exemptions would reduce Your
income to $5,600.
You get another exemption
if you were blind on the last
day of 1969 and still another
if you were 65 or over. If
you were both blind and 65,
you can claim all three. The
same rules apply to your spouse,
but NOT to dependents.
Babies born at any time in
1969 -- even on the last day of
the year -- count as exemptions
for the whole year. If a de-
pendent died during the year --
even on the first day -- the




Basically, there are five tests
that must be met before a per-
son can qualify as your depend-
ent. lie:
--Must be a U.S. citizen or,
if not, he _must be a resident
of the United States, Canada,
Mexico, Panama or the Canal
Zone for some part of 1969.
If you adopted an alien child
during 1969 and he was living
abroad with you all of last year,
you may count him as a de-
pendent.
--Must be closely related to
you or have been living with
you 0S a member of your house-
hold all last year. _
--Must .have groes income of
less than $600 last year. But if
your child 4 Liar 19 or was
still a full' me student, he
counts as your dependent even
if he earned 5600 or more as
long as you furnish over half
his support.
A child who had gross income
of $600' or More must file his
own tax return. He can claim
himself as an exemption on his
return at the same time you
claim him as an exemption on
yours. In short, he's worth a
total of $1.200 in exemptions --
$600 for himself and $600 for
you - as long as you provided
more than half his support dur-
ing the year.
The tax law defines a student
as anyone who studies full time
at a recognized school for some
part of at least five months
during the year or who is en-
rolled in a full time on-the-
farm training course.
-Must not file a joint return
with his or her spouse.
-Must receive more than half
his total support from you.
Total support includes amounts
expended from both taxable and
nontaxable income as well as the
value of goods and services
furnished.
Joint exemptions
Even if you were only one of
the i several persons furnishing
support for another, you-may be
able to claim him as an
exemption.
For example, if you and two
brothers were supporting your
aged father last year, each pay-
ing one-third of the cost, you
may claim him as an exemption
if:
-Together, you and your
brothers provided .more than
half of your father's total
support.
-Any one of you would have
been entitled to-cTaim him as an
-exeinpitionTif the one alone had
furnished over half his support.
- -You who are elaiming -him -
paid over 10 per cent of his
support last year and your
brothers declaT M writing that
they won't claim your father as
an exemption for 1969. These
declarations are filed with the
return of the taxpayer claiming
the dependent. Your local
Internal Revenue Service office
has a form on which you can




THAT-STUPID BIRD IS WRITING
A BOOK TELLING RERYONE WHAT
IT WAS LIKE WORKING FOR ME
WHEN I IJA5 THE NEAP BEAGLE.,
3- 2 I
by Charles M. Schulz
110 SUE HIMi_BUT ALL 1 02
f3LciPROBA GEJ WOULD BE A


























MAYBE I SHOULDN'T L--4NO
IN ADUR WAY, CHARL IE . CT, S
DROOLE /5 A BIG NAN
IN THE MOVIES—AND s-E
cocao MAKE YOU A
STAR.
FISHING 5 MY
BUS! NE 55 , SUE - -AND
YOU'RE MY GIRL.
AND I DON'T KNOW TYOu DON'T
ANY 7W/A/G. THAT sqy 
mucH
COULD MAKE ME CHARL
IE- -







by R. Van Buren
TAKE IT FROM ME,
C. B. DOBBS IS
GIRL 8.4/71DUMP
ROCK HUTZPAH



















stock market outlook appears
to favor the bulls over the next
several weeks, TPO Inc. says,
but buying caution is still
advisable. The firm sees the
Dow Jones Industrials possibly
consolidating at only slightly
higher levels, while the glamors
"which have neglected recently,
are now oversold and could
provide the leadership as
interest rotates in their direc-
tion."
The eurrent market resem-
bl th 0 tober 1966 turnabout,es e c
LATEX FLAT
WALL FINISH
Spear and Staff says. Then, as
now, the glamor stocks took a
beating while the Dow sharply
recovered much ground lost in
a previous decline. The firm
feels the sell off of the glamor
Issues will be short-lived, a
state of equilibrium will be
reached, and "virtually all
Important categories of stocks
will advance in a manner
characteristic of a major bull
market."
- --
Goodbody A, Co. believes
some definitive action by either
the Federal Reserve Board or
the large commercial banks to
lower the prime rate will be
necessary before the long term
municipal bond market can be
expected to move higher. Over
the near term, the firm is
cautiously optimistic, since the
corporate calendar remains
heavy and "there seems to be
less enthusiasm among dealers




Renaldo Pugh got four write-in
votes and has been elected
assessor of this village of 1,300
persons. His name wasn't on
the ballot- nobody's was.
Pugh got double the number
of votes of any other write-in
candidate. He said he didn't
know who voted for him and he
doesn't really want the job.
Village President Robert Roll-
weg said: "I was afraid I was




ood-quallry 'Thigh for inferior wdlla
and ceilings. Covers most Surfaces







LOVER'S LANE BRIGHTEN. 
LNG
LONDON (UPI).- Youngsters
who have turned London's St.
James Park into one of the top
meeting places for young
couples may be looking for a
new spot this summer. The
government announced Tuesday
It was considering installing
colored floodlights in the park
to illuminate trees and path.
ways.
Must cloth7vg-uTivi shades are
coated with vinyl-which makes
them colorfast. When colors dull
a bit, just wipe off with a suds)
sponge.
Always hang Woolen garritcrit,
immediately after wearing. 's oni
Come In and Register!
No purchase necessary.





will be present at the
Grand Opening
March 12 and March 13
Antique new or Old furniture quickly and easily














Mr. A. M. Brinkley, Jr., Vol-
unteer Chairman for the U. S.
Savings Bonds Program for Ken-
tucky, today announced sales of
Series E and H Savings Bonds
and Savings Notes for January
totalled $4,821,081 or 9.0 per-
cent of the annual goal of $53,-
300,000. Sales a year ago were
$5.351,354.
Mr. Brinkley stated that this !Seals.
year's Theme is "Take Stock In
America - Buy U. S. Savings
Bonds" and that thousands of
Kentuckians will be asked to
Share in America by buying U.S.
Savings Bonds where they work
or where they bank. Those alrea-
dy buying will be asked to inc-
rease their purchases. This will
be a continuous promotion throu-
ghout the State with a special
campaign in Louisville. National,
state, and local dates of promot-
ion are January through Decem-
ber with a campaign period of
January through June.
He concluded that to achieve
our goal, the objective will be
50 percent participation for all
companies which now operates
the Payroll Savings Plan as well
as those which will be installing
It for the first time. Any com-
pany with 50 percent or better
ential camping, hearing and spee-
ch programs, special education,
and other services for victims
of handicapping conditions, Spar-
ks added.
Facilities owned and operated
by the Kentucky Easter Seal Soc-
iety are the Hearing and Speech
Center Louisville; Cardinal Hill
Hospital and Nursery School, Le-
xington; West Kentucky Easter
Seal Center, Paducah; Northern
Kentucky Easter Seal Center
Covingtoo, and Camp Kysoc, Csi-
rrollton.
County committees of the soc-
iety in various areas provided
other services for 400 chllth'ea
Including transportation to and
--Ifrom clinics, and the purchaseof braces, crutches and other
I special equipment.
I According to Dr . Sparks, the
needs of the handicapped in Ken-
tucky are greater than ever. Not
only have the costs of rehabilita-
tion risen, but the number of cri-
ppled persons is on the increase.
"Since 1923 the Society has
been helping those who cannot
help themselves," Dr. Sparks
said. "The Easter Seal Society
has a truly wonderful program,
made possible by the generosity
of countless Kentuckians who
care enough to giv^ to Easter
will be asked to sign up 25 per-
cent of the non-participating em-
ployees.
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
FUN IN THE SUN — Three young campers with the
aid of their counselor study the mysteries of plant life
along the lake front at Camp Kysoc, near Carrollton. The
resident camp is operatod by the Kentucky Easter Seal Soc-
iety for Crippled Children and Adults. Youngsters from
sight to 18 come to the special camp from all over Ken-
tucky. Spring and summer camping sessions begin In May
and continue through August.
Kentucky Easter Seal Society
Helps 4,741 Persons In 1969
The Kentucky Easter Seal Soc-
iety for Crippled Children and
Adults provided care and treat-
ment for 4,741 Kentuckians dur-
ing 1969, according to Murray
State University President, Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, state Easter
Seal campaign chairman.
Of the total, 4,348 children
-and 39.1 adults received treat-
melt and other rehabilitation ser-
vices financed mainly by contrib-
utions made during the annual
Easter Seal campaign, he re-
ported..
These contributions made pos-





REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
TW- 0 BEDROOM BRICK, built-
in stove, lots of cabinets. La
coated on five acres of beautiful
wooded property near Kentucky
Lake. Three bedroom brick,
large den and kitchen combin-
ation, extra large living room,
1% ceramic tile baths, central
heat and air, sliding glass door
to patio. Near the new school
building sight. We have other
new or practically new bricks
In Plainview Acres that can be
bought at a bargain.
FOR YOUR loans on FHA and
VA contact us at Wilson Realty
Co. Phone 753-3283 or call any
of the following at home: Larry
Wilson 753-5088; Edna Knight,
7534910; Bill Adana, 753-5857;
Charles McDaniel, 753-4805.
M-12-C
BY OWNER: Three bedroom
brick plus family room, air con-
ditioned with many other ex-
tras. East Pariclane Drive.
753-8388 for appointment.
THURSDAY - MARCH 12, 1970
REAL !STATE FOR SALE
SC HUR Z, Nev. (UPI)- The
Pauite Indians have rejected an
offer of $250,000 from a
Hollywood promoter to rent
their reservation for a rock
music festival.
Melvin Thom, chairman of
the tribal council, said Tuesday
the offer was tempting but the
potential size of such a festival
-400,000 people came to a New
York festival, last summer for
one weekend- could produce a
situation that all of Nevada's
law officers, including the





Thomas Van Griffin, a former
student at Murray State Universi-
ty from LaCenter, is expected to
be commissioned a second lieu-
tenant in the U. S. Army March
27 at Fort }limning, Ga. •
Griffin, the son of Mr, and
Ars. Joseph I. Griffin, Route 3,
Kevil, plans to attend the Air-
borne School at Fort Benning
and participate in Special Forces
training at Fort Bragg, N. C.,
following his graduation from the
Infantry School at Fort Banning
later this month.
His brother, Capt. Edwin N.
Griffin, a 1966 graduate of Mur-
ray State, will administer the
oath of office.
A 1964 graduate of Ballard
Memorial High School, LaCen-
ter, Griffin attended Murray Sta-
te for 31/2 years before enlisting
In the Army and being selected
later for Officer's Training Sch-
ool.
NO FLY-By-NIGHT
LONDON (UPI) - London's
Heathrow Airport closed Sun-
day night for the seventh
consecutive night because of a
strike of firemen who want a
Fewer than 350,000 people Pay raise. The airport, one of
live in the state. .the- werld's busiest, has been
 operating on a daytime-only
basis because there are only
An acquifer is a water-bearing enough supervising firemen for
geologic formation. a 12-hour operation.
Photo by VIelsoo Woolhey
Jumping Totrar;1 Spring
I, NTER BROKE its stride the past few da s, s kininre-VaAan,
I riniiintt. an 14 y ( eci to eap-
the son orMr. aria Mrs.' Ben Trevathan.and Randy is the son.of.Mr.
and Mrs. HowArti Brandon, both of Morro,
1% STORY FRAME house OR
114 acres, just west of Murray
on Hwy. 121. Has 3 bedrooms,
full basement, screened-in por-
ches, gas furnace, garage. With
280' blacktop frontage and 270'
gravel road frontage, this pro-
perty is suitable for a commer
cial building site or additional
residences. Shown by appoint
ment only.
ATTRACIIVE 3-bedroom brick
home on 114 acres, 2 miles
south of Murray. Interior re-
cently redecorated and carpet-
ed Must be seen to be apprec
iated. Financing available for
qualified buyer.
WELL MAINTAINED older
frame house in Hazed. Large
two story floor plan can be
utilized as a duplex.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick in
Westwood Subdivision. Panel-
led family room, kitchen bunt-
ing, 2 ceramic baths, carpeting,
central heat and air, rice slop-
ing lot.
3-BEDROOM brick in Grove
Heights Subdivision. Has a stone
fireplace, foyer, 'centre' heat
and air, 2 ceramic baths kitch-
en built-ins, carpeting, sliding
glass doors to patio, washer and
dryer, TV antenna.
3-BEDROOM BRICK in Plain-
view Acres Subdivision. Has
central heat and air, carpeting,
draperies, kitchen built-ins, 1%
baths, large utility room. In
city school district
190 ACRE FARM within 2 miles
of Kentucky Lake. Approximate-
ly 65 acres cleared and 25 acres
bottom land. Good well and
practically new storage building.
Low price per acre.
157 ACRE FARM 3 miles N. E.
of Murray, on Van Cleve Road.
More than 100 acres cleared
and suitable for row-cropping
or stock farming.
150 ACRE FARM, 4 miles north
of Jones Mill, Tenn. Approxi-
mate 30 acres bottom land, 120
acres cleared, with 80 acres
sowed down in permanent pas-
ture.
106 ACRES on Ky. 614, approx-
imately 10 miles S. E. of Mur-
ray. Owner will consider trade
for rental property.
. 92 ACRE CATTLE FARM on
blacktop road, 814 miles S. E.
of Murray. 29 acre corn base,
good fences, 4 ponds, entire
farm sowed down in permanent
pasture. Has 4-room frame house
in fair condition.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Pine
Bluff Shores, Panorama Shores,
Sherwood Forest, Westwood,
Jackson Acres, Fairview Acres,
Lynnwood Estates and Plainview
Acres. Also, mall acreages in
various parts of Calloway Co-
unty.
'CONSTRUCTION has just be-
gun on two more 3-bedroom
brick homes in Lynnwood
Estates. These homes are in
compliance with Farmers Home
Administration requirements,
and can be financed at 814 in-
terest for a perica of 33 years.
We invite you to compare the
quality of materials and work-
manship before you decide to
buy or build.
TO BUY .. see us! TO FII,
list with us!
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
& Maple, Phone 753-7333. Home




residence on large site in Lake-
way Shores. Tile bath, air-con-
ditioner, electric heat and stone
fireplace, sun deck with scenic
view, also garage and concrete
driveway. Completely -furnirdied
with attractive decor including
hard rock maple dinette, braid-
ed rugs, linens and kitchen
equipment. 15 ft. Richline alum-
inum boat and 18 HP Johnson
motor Included. Phone 436-2380
for appointment.
80 ACRE FARM, all under cul-
tivation. Dwelling house, stock
barn, tobacco barn and base,
black top on two sides. Three
miles west of Hazel. Phone SOB
8768. 11-12-C
A LAKE VIEW LOT. Call at
Pine Bluff Shores, phone 753-
488I. M-124
HOUSE and five acres on black
top road, one mile from city
limits. Deep well. Phone 753-
2521. M-le-C
BY OWNER: brick times In Ke-
sel, extra large comer lot, Mr-
eenditioneA -electric-heat -ant -----
carpet. Call John Simmoes at


























meets, central beet es
built-in range, ceramic U]
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Gene Steely, Southide




and air conditioning. Pilo
1569.
ELECTROLUX SALES
vice, Box 213, Murray,
M. Sanders. Phone 31
Lynnville, Kentucky. A
BUILDING 3600 square fo
2 acres land if needed,
dustrial Road. Phone 71
2-BEDROOM house, poi
soon. Call 7153-5820.
FOUR ACRES of tobacc






ity room, living room,
and dining area. Carpete






Whitnell Estates. Air cc
er, carpet, disposal,
furnished, carport, outsi
age. No pets. Couples
red. $90.00 per month.
753-8514 after 6:00 p.
TWO-BEDROOM trail.]
ties paid. Married coup
No pets. Phone, 753-801
EFFICIENCY apartme
couple or one person.
heat, air conditioned,
bath and entrance, carp












be seen at 1403 Poplar.
POPCORN BASE and
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Walnut Console _ $699.00 '499.00
23 Inch
Maple Console _ _ $699.00 '499.00
23 lads
Maple Console _ _ $679.00 $489.00
23 Inch
Walnut on Metal _ $569.00 '399.00
16- Portable _ _ _ _ $359.00 '309.00
14" Portable _ _ _ _ $329.00 '289.00
Console Stereos
WALNUT CABINET with 6 SPEAKERS and AM-FM
STEREO RADIO  $499.00 $389.00
WALNUT CABINET WITH 6 SPEAKERS and AM-FM
STEREO RADIO  $399.80 $2911.84 --
MAPLE CABINET with 6 SPEAKERS and AM-FM
MO CALENDAR Donk Staab
and refills am now available at
111e Wear & Times Ones
il0/0. NC
urrA YOUNG has joined the
capable staff of The Hairdress-
er Beauty Salon with Wanda
Nolan, Sharon Bucy, Janice Bar-
rett, and Sylvia Carrico. She
Invites her friends to call 753-
3530 and to swing into spring
at The Hairdresser, 201 South
6th Street 111-12-C
- AUCTIONEER
13 yearn Experience - Licensed in Tennessee (234)
and Kentucky
No Sale Too Large or Too Small, We Do 'Em All
CALL US COLLECT . .. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!
Col. Hulie V. Hastings, Auctioneer
HASTINGS REALTY it AUCTION
Paris, Tenn. Phone 441-4543
ii
- STEREO RADIO  1399.00 $2,146
DUNN'S If 1-APPLIANCE




meats, central hest and MIA
built-1n range, emu& tile bath,
carpet throughout Cell or see
Gana Steely, Southdde Shop-




and air conditioning. Phone 753-
1569. 11-14-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213, Murray, KY., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3932,
Lynnville, Kentucky. April-4-C
BUILDING 3600 square feet plus
2 acres land if needed, on In-
dustrial Road. Phone 753-3228.
M-12-C
2-BEDROOM house, possession
soon. Call 753-5620. 11-13-P-P
FOUR ACRES of tobacco base.
James Foster, Route 1, Hazel,
Kentucky. Phone 4612-8499.
11-12-C
BEAUTIFUL new Valarah Lee
Apartments, South 16th Street,
across from Westview Nursing
Home. Two-bedroom, bath, util-
ity room, living room, kitchen
and dining area. Carpeted. Elec-
tric heat Air conditioned. Re-
frigerator, built-in dove and
oven, dishwasher and garbage
disposal furnished. Phone 753-
,1974 or 753-3865. M-18-NC
TWO-BEDROOM apartment in
Whitnell Estates. Air condition-
er, carpet, disposal, kitchen
furnished, carport, outside stor-
age. No pets. Couples prefer-
red. $90.00 per month. Phone
753-8514 after 6:00 p. m.
11-16-C
TWO-BEDROOM trailer. Utili-
ties paid. Married couple only.
No pets. Phone' 7538069.
11-13-C
EFFICIENCY apartment for
couple or one person. Electric
heat, air conditioned, private
bath and entrance, carpet, utili-
ties, furnished, two blocks from
University. Available April 1st




White, broad bed, low
mileage, drives like new.





CARRIER WANTED: Man or wo-
man to carry afternoon paper
mute for Paducah Sun-Demo-
crat in area of Hazel, Farm-
ington, Murray, and Lynn Grove
Would prefer nonetudent This
would make perfect supplement






4 Miles South of Murray
on Highway 641
Complete Hoe of Bridal
Accessories
Bonded acrylic, dacorn
double knit, linen, dotted
swiss, voila.
- Notins -
3 lines of patterns





WANT TO BUY complete fish.
big rig. Aluminum boat, trail-
er and motor. Call 753-6030,
after 500 p. Trmc
WANTED: standing timber and
lop. Cootie Ira &atm, Murray
Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone
733-4147. March-4
SERV191$ OFFEIHID
SAWS FILED, electric heaters
and all nnall appliances rePilin'
ed. 512 R So. 12th12thSt, 73341087.
March-27-C
WILL BABY-SIT in my hone
by the day or week. Call 753
8410. 11-13-C
WILL MOW lawns. Phone 753
0928. 11-12-C
PERSON DESIRES employment
of any type. Have farming ex-
perience. Phone 753-8170.
11-12-C-C
AUTOS FOR SALM- -
1966 CHEVROLET 2-ton truck
with 16' flat bed and sides.
Phone 480-2522. 11-12-P
1956 FORD F-1011 pick-up truck
with good bed and cattle rack
sides. Phone 7534427, 11-12-C
MIL CARE. for convalescents
In their home if terms are
 agreeable. Qualifications, refer-
ences. Phone 753-6606. II-U-C
Kemple% Sniall Engine Repair,
Garden Tillers, lawn mowers,
chain saws. Authorized Brian
& Stratton dealer. Authorized
Lawson Power Products dealer.
Murray Supply Co., 208 East
Main. Phone 753.3361. 131TC
BARGALN!!! Every day is "sale"
Day when you show people
Avon's wonderful' range of cos-
metics. Profit frost) your spare
hours-Sell Avon. Call now,
Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon
Mgr., 965-3363, Shady Grove
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064.
H-M-14-C
WANTED: Used English tour-
ing or racing bicycles. Write




Ian. Details 25e. Homework-
Station. 11-13-P ICS, Box 1043, Springfield, n1
J62706.
MAN OR WOMAN. Electrolux,
Corp., factory branch office lo-
cated 111 South 6th Street, Pa-
ducah, Kentucky. Dial 4438480.
Openings now for representat-
ives now earning between $10,-
000820,000 a year. No invest-
meats we finance our own ac-
counts. Apply by telephone, let-
ter or in person. , 11-16-C
COMMON LABORER, no ex-
perience necessary. Contact Carl
R. Howard Construction Co.,
101 East Main, Murray. Phone
753-9418. 11-12-C
POSTING MACHINE operator,
experience preferred but not
necessary. Write resume of
training and employment to
Box 32.-W, Murray, Ky. 11-12-C
FOR FULL or part time count-
er workers. We will train. Must
be over 18. Apply between 1:30
and 4:30 p. m. Ask for manager,




MUST BE SOLD IN
'10 DAYS
ALL NEW FURNITURE
107 N. 5th Street Downtown
NEAR PEOPLES BANK




1969 DATSUN Pickup. 1250
miles. Still has 6 months
new car warranty.
- Save $400.00 -
+ + +
1969 DATSUN 4-Dr. 4-in-the-
floor. Like new. 15,000
miles. White in color,
_ blue vinyl interior,..
+ + '+
1969 DATSUN 4-Door Station
Wagon. Exceptionally
nice.
- Save $700.00 -
+ + +
1962 FORD 3/4 Stake Bed
Truck. Local unit.
• + + +




1968 DATSUN "2000" Sports




1966 MG Sports Car. $995.00.
Lassiter-McKinney
Open Evenings
MONTH OLD laying bens.
one Lexie Watson 489-2182.
if-12-NC
1969 NAME BRAND zigeag
sewing machine, new warranty.
Limited offer, only $44.00. Free
home demonstration. Call Paris,
901-842-7757 or write Box 31,
Paris, Tennessee 38242. 11-13C
CARPET SALE: Cash and Carry.
Special - three bolts carpet
while it lasts, $1.99 sq. yd Candy
stripe hi-density rubber back,
$2.99 SCI. yd., while it lads.
Heavy cut pile, 0.95 sq. yd.
Heavy shag, $3.95 sq. yd. Com-
mercial type hi-density rubber
back, $3.95 sq. yd. Remnants,
bath room pieces, bound rugs.
Paschall's Discount House, Ha-
zel, Ky. 402-9733. 11-124'
1965 HONDA 300, good condi-
tion. Phone 753-2434. 11-12-C
6 COWS and one calf. Call 483
2755. 11-12-F
THOROUGHBRED Angus boa
Call John D. Jones, phone 481,-
2183, mornings. 11-12-C
TWO FLOOR LAMPS, buffet,
step table, telephone table and
chair, 8' x 10' wool rug, throw
rugs, vanity stool, coffee table,
wringer type washer, drape pan-
els. Phone 753-3987. 11-12-C
MOBILE HOME, 8 ft by 30 ft.,
two bedrooms. Phone 753-6481
after four p. m. 11-12-P
TWO Quarter mares. Two horse
factory built trailer. Phone 753.
7989. 11-16-P
35 MASSEY-FERGUSON tract-
or. Stokes Tractor & Implement
Co., Industrial Road, phone 753-
1319. M-12-C
StokesFARMALL Cub tractor. tokes
Tractor & Implement Co., In-
dustrial Road, phone 753-1319.
11-12-C
1966 CHEVROLET Station Wa-
gon, V.8 engine, automatic
transmission, power steering
extra clean, privately owned
Body and engine perfect. Call
753-1360 after 6 p. m. M-12-C
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, $625.00
Phone 753-4440. 11-11-NC
1967 FORD Mustang GT Fast-
Sack, cragar snags with Good-
.Year_GLI_Lrea, abarth tuned ex-
$1800. Write Box 352 Univer-
sity. Station for additional in-
forviatiou. M-13-P
1965 MALIBU Super Sport, 327,
4-speed, new rebuilt motor,
solid lifters, special heads and
:am, new clutch and pressure
plate, $800.00. or beet offer.
Phone 753-8124 after 6:00 p. m.
M-17-C
MAGNAVOX ANNUAL SALE
- ENDS MARCH 16 -
Save up to $150.00 Now on Televisions and Stereos at
LEACH'S MUSIC AND TV
Dixieland Shopping Center Murray. Ky.
1956 CHRYSLER, 14,000 miles.
Original tires. Like new. Phone
753-3717. M-14-P  
1968 CHEVROLET Impala Sport
coupe, 8, automatic with power
steering and radio. Excellent
  •ondition. Private owner, 01873.-
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment. Couples only. Locat-
ed next to White Hall on Payne
Street. Phone 753-3805. 11-13-C
THREE APART7IENTS, close to
college, 1602 Dodson Avenue.
Phone 753.6564. 11-13-C
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a-
partrncnt, private entrance. Can
be seen at 1405 Poplar. M-14-C
POPCORN BASE and tobacco
base. See Mrs. Dewey Pace,
phone 7515832. M-14-P
(LOST: Ftsbkig tackle box, left
at Hawker Lake. Finder please
call 7516559. Reward offered.
11-12-P
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED: Small three or four
room furnished apartment c
to town, rent reasonable. Co
tact Mike at 753-1916 befo










CAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION










We wish to express our deep
appreciation and thanks to our
many friends and relatives for
the kind expressions of sYrn
pathy and kindness extended to
us following the death of our
husband, father, and brother.
Dewey Pace.
Especially do we thank Doe
tors Ammons and Hopson, the
donors of food and flowers
Bro. John Hicks, the sincere '
and the Max H. Churchill Fu
neral Home.
May God's richest blessing,
rest upon each of you.
Mrs. Dewey Pace and
family ITP
)0 Phone Tri-City, Ky., 382-
5161. M-14-C
1966 PLYMOUTH Belvedere, 6-
cylinder, four-door, automatic,
one owner, excellent condition.
Call 753-6061. 11-14-C
AUTOS POI SALM AUTOS POR SALE
UN BONNEVILLE 2-Door Hardtop with factory air, full
power. Like new.
1968 BUICK Skylark 4-Door Hardtop with factory air.
1967 BUICK Skylark with factory air, power steering
and vinyl roof.
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker.
1963 PONTIAC Station Wagon 9-Passenger. Factory air.
Loaded with equipment.
1965 CHEVROLET. All power and factory air.
1964 BUICK Wildcat 4-Door Hardtop. Real sharp
1961 DODGE. One owner. Four door sedan. Real nice old
car.
CAIN& TAYLOR GULF S-TATION
Corner of 6th & Main Phone 753-5862
immomimmommeliiiis
190 XT ALLIS-CHALMERS trac-
tor with plow, disc and four-
row culitivator, in good condi-
tion. Also nearly new four-row
Allis-Chalmers planter all for
$7500.00 Phone 842-1778, Ed
Brown, Rt 8, Paris, Tennessee
. M-17-P
530 CASE tractor and equip-
ment. Call 436-2139. 11-13-C
FOR SALE
TRAILER for sale or rent, 10*
52', furnished, air conditioned,
carpeted, electric baseboard
beat. Reasonable. Elbow 753-
9215 or 4384862. 11-17-C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
QUALITY CONSTRUCTION 3-
bedroom Colonial with fireplace
and double garage. Transfer-
able 3 3/4% loan.
INVESTMENT PROPERTY. A
Two judiooANy end tomes triplex like new. A nice place
with leather wee* $15.00 each. to live end rent the other two
Phone 753-8189. 
hi_isc apartments. Call now for de-
 tails.
EARLY AMERICAN couch and
three chairs, $45.00. Danish me_ A NEW 
3-bedroom brick with
dern stereo cabinets with speak- carpeti
ng throughout, 2 bath
ere. $50.00. Phone 753-6386. rooms, 
step-down family room,
eg4sc double garage. Let us show you
this house and make an offer.
A 9.50011 HOME in Hazel on
a nice lot. Ideal for the large
family or an extra apartment.
Very eeseonably priced.
3-BEDROOM brick with an ex-
cellent floor plan. 1% baths,
family room, spacious utility,
especially nice drapes, air-con-
ditioned. Good location and the
house is nice as new. Beautiful
landscaping. Just $22,500.
ONE REFRIGERATOR- Freezer
one sewing machine, one *id
dining room table and chaffs.
Call 753-6519 after 5 o'clock.
THREE FORMALS, Shell 9 and
10. Excellent condition. Phone
753-5826 11-17-C
POWER MOWER, wool rug,
12' x 18', dresser and utility
cabinet. Phone 753-5611. 11-14-C
HAY. R. B. Morgan, Stella, Ken-
tucky, 489-2352. 11-14-C
BLUE Loire not only rids car-
pets soil but leaves pile soft
and lofty. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Western Auto, Home
el "The Wishing Well". 11-14-C
9 MM BROWNING automatic
pistol, two clips, new condition.
Phone 753-E5112. 11-18-C
CRASS FURNITURE: Queen-
size bedding, quilts, mattress,
discontinued ticks, $09.95 set.
Limited supply. 11-13-C
BASSETT PUPPIES, males,
$20.00, females $15.00. Also 2-
year-old Basset, female, $25.00
Call 435-4238 after 5 p. m.
11-13-C
LEGISTEREI) toy Dachshund
16 months old. Phone 753-6017
after 5:30 p. 11.14-C
MULE FOR SALE. Also hay.
Phone 753-2987. 11-12-C
CARD OF THANKS
Words are inadequate to ex-
press our sincere appreciation
to friends and neighbors for
the kindness and sympathy ex-
pressed to us during the death
f our loved one, Ted McCarty.
The beautiful flowers were so-
thing to our broken hearts as
were the c-mforting words spo-
ken by all. We would like' to
thank everyone for the food
brpught to our home. Our sin-
cere thanks to Dr. H. C. Chiles.
Rev. Harold Lassiter, Mr. and
Mrs. Tilghman Barrow and to
the Blalock-Colernan Funeral
May God bless each and el/-
baulk plus other exTras. Shirley and Lisa
Mother and Daddy
J. W., Amos Jr. and Larry
1TP
'52 FORD, plow disc and culti
valor, extra nice, 2795.00. '47
Ford front end loader, hydrau-
lic bucket, dual wheels. '54
Ford, '47 Ford, 850 Ford, 4-
row J. D. Planter, 3-point, $185.
00. 10' wheel disc, 2, 3, and 4
bottom, 3-point plows, 3-point
disc and cultivators, easy flow
cultipackers, rotary mowers
John Kough, two miles west of
Lynn Grove. Phone Lynnville
382-2207. 11-14-P
BUY A FRISKY AKC register-
ed Collie- puppy for your child's
Easter. Only a few left. Phone
753-3059 or 753-5064, Mrs
Claude Miller. M-14-C
WE HAVE a few more Polled
Hereford bulls ready for service.
Contact Rex Robinson, 247-5487,
Puryear, Tenn, M-14-P
RUGS a mess? Clean for less
with-Blue Lustre! Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. M-14-C
HIGH COURT SESSION
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Supreme Court meets at 10
a.m. EST today to hand down
opinions in some of the 56 cases
now under advisement before
recessing until March 23.
NOTICE NOTICE
TRUCKS FOR SALE: 1962 Ford
F-850, six car auto carrier,..com-
plete new overhaul. New tires,
with all hydraulic trailer. Phone
Calvert City, 395-4725. 11-18-C
1965 JEEP, two tops, new tires.
l'hone 753-5644. M-14-P
1961 VALIANT four door se-
clan, $197.00. Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc., &Seth 12th
Street. Phone 753-2617. M-14--C
1966 BUICK Grand Sport, two-
door hardtop. Red, Kentucky
tags, V-8, four speed, bucket
seats, $1675.00. Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
Street. Phone 753-2617. M-14-C
1968 OPEL Kadette Station Wa-
gon, Kentucky tags, dark blue
_cApr,_31373.o0.....1hvain Tay-
lor CfievrOlet Inc., South- '12fit
Street -T PlItirfe 7-28l7. -M-14C
* MARCH SPECIAL *
New Three-Bedroom
, Mobile Homes
Completely Furnished and Carpeted
for only
$3795.00
Limited Supply at This Price!
Also Large Selection of Other Models
starting at only '2895.00
PARIS MOBILE HOMES
407 East Wood Street Paris, Tennessee
Phone 6414420
A 4-BEDROOM brick near the
new high school site. 2 bath
rooms, sunken living room, for-
mal dining area, quality con-
struction, excellent floor plan,
double garage, very large patio.
A BRICK and stone with many
extra features. 3 bedrooms, full
basement, formal dining room,
234 baths, fireplace in the fam-
ily room with a rustic finish,
recreation room, double garage,
large sundeck with electric grill
for your outdoor living pleas-
ure. All electric, Gold Medal-
lion home. City school district
Let us show you this outstand-
ing home. Would consider a
trade. Reduced drastically, must
be sold this month.
A MODERN 2-bedroom brick
home and 2634 acres, 334 miles
from Murray. Farm is fenced
and overlooks a nice lake.
3-BEDROOM frame in very good
condition. Carpets and drapes,
fireplace, central air condition.
big. Also a real nice 20' x 60'
building with a garage, cen-
trally heated. Ideal for almost
any kind of home workshop
Let us show you this place and
make us an offer.
38EDROO11 done house and
basement. Beautiful 1 acre lot.
Needs some repair but is pric-
ed accordingly. Located near
% iswell.
A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 acre
on a blacktop road, located a-
bout 2 miles from Murray. Car.
peted, air-conditioned, and at-
tached garage. Price has been
reduced.
100 ACRE FARM located on
Highway 641 about 3-miles nor-
th of Murray, adjacent to in-
dustrial property. Practically all
of the farm is tillable and in
a high date of productivity,
800' highway frontage. Financ-
ing available at 6% interest to
qualified buyer.
MOBILE HOME and cottage
combination, located in the Jon-
athan Creek area of Kentucky
Lake. Fully equipped with nice
furnkhinge, double carport with
a stomp room. One an wood-
edict
1 2/3 ACRE LOT with a 14' it
16' building and mobile home
space. Close to Jonathan Creek
on a paved road.
WE HAVE a wide selection of
building Iota inside the city
school district and outside the
city. Financing available for
qualified buyers. Come by our
office at 502 Maple Street or
call us at any time to discuss
details. This is a good time to
buy. We appreciate your busi-
ness.
TUCKER REALTY COMPANY,
502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken-
tucky 753-4342. Home phones:
Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020;
Bobby Grogan, 753-4978. 11-12-C
BY OWNER: Attractive three-
bedroom brick with marble
front. 1% ceramic tile baths,
fireplace, built-in stove. One
mile from city limits in Meadow
Green Acres Subdivision on
Hwy. 121. Will finance. Phone
757-721Kr -
111E11/
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Honor Roll ...
Xontireied From Pape 1)
Tabors, Kathy Thompson, Billy
Usrey.
Juniors — Alan Adams, Lin-
da Arnold, Vicky Boggess, Bar-
bara Brittain•, Jan Bower, Jer-
ry Chapman, David Coursey,
Jill Craig', Jimmy Emerson,
Tim Fannin', Daniel Guy, Pat-
sy Hopkins*. Janie Hughes, Pa-
tricia Jackson, Mary Jarrett,
Ginny Locke, Cathy Maddox*,
Donald Eugene Peal. Marsha Jo
Roberts. Brenda Joan Robinson
Peter Roney, Paul Rushing. Ken-
neth Suiter, Robert Waters*
Eva Williams.
Seniors — Ruth Ann Barrow,
Max Cleaver. Cynthia Cooper*,
Deanna Cooper. Katie Counts,
Gary Crutchfield*, Debra Dix-
on, Wanda Garrett, Dottie Hale,
Debra Hall, Carolyn Houston,
Jeanne Barrett. Gayle Johnson,
Lawanda Jones, Glenda Kelly,
Kathy Lovett, Brenda Miller,
Mike Moody. Betsy Riley*, Reta
Robinson, Robyn Roney, Ka-
thy Jo Stubble-field, Terry Stub-




_Kontinueel From Page 1)
finance housing and appropriat-
ed $350,000 to begin its work.
SB 284 — allows Common-
weath's attorneys to earn up to
$12,000 per year depending up-
on the maoutit of fees and for-
feaitures collected by their of-




the first time since 1957, the
nation's birth rate has started
to increase again, according to
the Department of Health, One legislator said "they'll
Education and welfare. let you make it in Nelson Coun-
It said the rate of 17.7 births, ty, Bernie, but you can't sell
per 1,000 women during 1969 itai
was due, not to women having And HB 287, which would
more babies, but to a growth in






Gary Ballard, 413 So. 12th
SO, Murray; Mrs. Lucille Ross,
209 No, 7th St., Murray; Mrs.
Andrea Hoaancamp, and Baby
Girl, 13131 :i Main, Murray; Leo-
nard Walker, Rte. 6, Murray;
Miss Jena Hoke, Rte. 8, Box 38,
Murray; Mrs. Pamela Woods and
Baby Boy, 502 Vine, Murray;
Mrs. Gwen Barber and Baby
Boy, 2485 Ketchum Apt. 7, Mem-
phis, Tenn.; Miss Linda Harris
and Baby Boy, Shady Oaks Tn.
Crt., No. 98, Murray; Mrs. Mar-
ilyn Paulk and Baby Girl, 1711
College Farm Rd., Murray; Mrs.
Nancy Steger and Baby Boy, 1601
Farmer, Murray ; Lee Bolen,
Rte. 2, Kirksey; Mrs. Eunice
Grubbs, Rte. 5, Murray; Ber-
nard Rowland, Rte. 1, Arno);
William I. Owen (Expired), Rte.
6, Murray.
House
(Continued From Page 1)
the purchaser was the cardhold-
er or his agent, passed 880.
Two 4611s — HB 463 and HS
287, were defeated in the
House.
-BB 463 ----Iduced by Rep.
Bernad Keene, 1) - Bardstown,
would" have provided special li-
censes allowing alcoholic drinks
to be served in cities of the
fourth class. The drink licensi
would have been prohibited in
dry territory
Rep. James E. Murphy, 1)-
Newport, noting the numerous
red lights on the House vote
I tabulating board, said he found
it "frustrating and sickening"
that whenever a bill dealing
with aleohol came up, many
members, became "hysterical"
and pushed the "no" button.
have raised the amount its
tinguishing whether prosecution
bearing age, many of whom for writing a fraudulent check
were born during the babY should be for a misdemeanor
boom of the post World War II or a felony from $20 to $100,
years. 
Ilost 16-64.
Dr. L V. Henson
Celeirates his
97th Birthday
Dr. L.V. Henson walked to
church as usual Sunday, March
8, 1970.
That may sound like an ordi-
nary thing to do; however, the
tact is that he was celebrating
his 97th birthday. He was
born In Marshall County OD
March 8, 1873.
At the close of the service for
First Missionary Baptist
Clinch, the coogreptionturned
Informal and sang a hearty
"Happy Birthday" to Dr. Hen-
son.
Friends around Murray and
members of Salem Church, one
of the churches he served dur-
ing his ministry, showered him
with cards.
Dr. Henson has been a Baptist
minister for 70 years. He
baptized some 1040 persona
during his active ministry. He
modestly commented: "I be-
lieve my ministry was fruit-
ful in shaping the lives and be-
liefs of a large number of
people."
Dr. Henson taught school prior
to his ordination. His first r
church was at Flint, in Cello- +
way County. He served
churches at Hardin, Calvert
City, Benton, NewBether,Haiet
Cherry Corner, Elm Grove,
Locust Grove, Salem, Famine_
ARRAIGNED OR AR-
RANGED?
LOS ANGELES (UPI)— A
rebbery suspect masqueraded
as his cellmate, appeared in
court on a drunk charge —
which was dismissed — and
walked to freedom, authorities
r epor ted Wednesday.
James Frederick Plage, 27,
apparently switched identifica-
tion wrist bands with Lewis
Apuzzo, 24, and then answered
his name at the roll call of
prisoners due in court. ,
The switch was discovered
when Apuzzo was found without
his wrist band. Apuzzo said
Plage stole it, but he was
booked on suspicion of aiding
an escape, a felony.
ICHIATOpw elms/ 14-1.1. MI Welk of Seaton
Saturalay—ai _atom. as twn ruerwav giants met. A truck
laded with 40,000 poutile of 
lettnlexes, driven by Larry Neal •
Jones of IA ashington, Ind., went out 
of control and overturned
atop the gasoline truck 
owned by E. M. Bailey Company of
4. ',„t• e.4•L.
'a•
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DR. L. V. HENSON
too, and Wingo Kentucky as well
as Trezevant, Tennessee.
When asked if he could turn
tack the years and redo or do
something better or different,
he replied: "I would study
and prepare for the delivery
of my sermons and then I would
preach and preach and preach."
Those who benefited from his
preaching report that he was
not lazy about his homework
before entering the pulpit, and
still want to hear more preach-
ing from him.
Dr. Henson resides with his
daughter Mrs. Lucile Ully.
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE
LONDON (UPI) — Britain's
health education council will
Mite thousands of posters
picturing a "pregnant" man
clutching his bulging stomach
as part of a new sex qducatioo
program.
In announcing the program
Wednesday night, Dr. Bill
Jones, director-general, of the
council said, "Much previous
sex education has concentr
011 the girl.
•"We are calling attention to
the fact that there is co-.
responsibility. We need to
dramatize the male's obliga-
tion."
Jonas said the poster, to be
distributed to family planning
association clinics and other
facilities, asks: "Would You be
more careful if it was you that
got pregnant9"
•.f
Pedush and drives by Jackie Earl Graves of liandalsv,Tis
tiqi-drIvers plu5 two passengers tre-this trncrOto-ire0.4 were
taken loathe Bentop Municipal Hospital where they *ere ex-
amined and released. Kentucki tite TftR5retialellir Saar: '




Bob Sims. associate professor
of Political Science at MSL and
candidate for the First
Conereasional District seat now
held by Frank Albert
Stubblefield was the guest
speaker at the Mayfield
Rotary Club Tuesday night.
,,Ims spoke on the -Challenge
of the 70s" "We are on the
verge of some wonderful
things". he said.
Speaking of foreign policy he
d. "We are learning a lesson in
outheast Asia that we car%
help anyone unless they stand
up and help themselves". "This
also applies to our domestic
affairs"
"We are doing more than our
share in defense of the free
world and its time we told our
allies to share their part of the
responsibility", he added. -They
spend less than half of what we
do for defense", he added
Pollution is something we
hate all been involved in and it
will take a gradual process to
reach goals. "Each must carry a
share," he said.
Speaking on welfare he added
that "there is no way to help
anyone not willing to help
themselves."
"In cnme control, we must
start at the beginning of school
years teaching respect for law.
"We have carried our generation
on a silver platter too long", he
said. "Schools were built for
youaig people to get an
education not as places to cause
trouble and rock the boat."
"It is time for all good men
UNITED WE STAND
UNITY, N.H. (UPI)— There is
a certain unity in Unity.
At Tuesday night's town
meeting, Levi A. Lemere won a
new term as police chief. His
daughter-in-law, Esther, was
picked as town treasurer.
However, her husband,
James, lost the race for
selectman - the voters ap-
parently feeling too much unity
is not a good thing.
to come to the aid of the party,
whose name is civilization," he
concluded.
His speech at Rotary
preceded to speech to the Young
Democrat Club and a question





Graves Lempldn, presided of
Strict Incorporated, las been
elected by popular vote of the
dealers in District 1, Buick
Motor Division, to a two year
term (becomes effective, larch
1970) as a member of the Mem-
phis Zone Dealers Council.
As a member he will deal
with problems arising in auto-
mobile dealership and policies
concerning the Memphis Zone
Dealers.
Mr. Lampidn has had a deal-
ership in Marshall County since
1953 and is now an authorized
dealer in Calloway County.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
During our Grand Opening, 3 drawing for valuable prizes will be held each day at 10:00
a. m., 2:00 p. m., and 4:00 p. m. To be eligible for one of these prizes simply come in
and fill out a registration slip. You need not be present to win. No purehase necessary
and you'll receive a free gift just for stopping.
CUSTOM DRAPERIES





Choose from our complete
line of bright Colorful pat-
terns in the latest weaves,
ribbed and textured fab-
rics. Let our professionally
trained experts assist you in
the selection of the pattern
and style that will most com-
plement the colors in your
rooms,




SAVE 50% on decorative
Drapery Hardware with any
custom draperies ordered





tised gloss enamel. Gives a





Come in and meet Flor-
ence Pohler -Sherwin Wil-
liams Color and Decorat-
ing Consultant.
No matter what wallpaper
or wallcovering you need
we've got it !
ALL PAPER & PATTERNS




OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT
•
a








5 Years Down the Road
DAN HUTSON,
Let's "look five years
down the road."
Bigger yield goals, heavy
demands upon the soil, gov-
ernment programs, weed
control, insect and disease
in plants are effecting crop
planning and production.
And these effects are not
just yea r-by -yea r p ropo si-
tions. They can no longer
be treated as such.
In our research, both
nationally and locally, we
are looking into the fu-
ture—not just next year's
crops. Our research fields
are scheduled for no less
than five years, because
the long-range goals can no
longer be met on a year-
by-year basis.
Farmers have demon-
strated to us an interest
President
in planning their crops and
profits so they know how
they stand over longer per-
iods of time. Our response
has been to orient our or-
ganization, equipment and
programs to meet this
pressing need for future
planning.
A big step in that direc-
tion is our involvement in
the Super Q program. This
program gives us—an in-
dependent fertilizer manu-




We realize that you
farmers must look farther
down the road and plan
ahead. This planning re-
quires greater technical
knowledge and guidance
than you-we busy business-
man--has-tiaierto--keep up
with.
In this Super Q program
we are offering you greater
depth of technical know-
ledge through the resean h
facilities and manpower of
the Growth Sciences C*Rter
at Libertyville. Ill., ad
field PhD agronomists who
are actually working with
you on the farm. Intensive
tissue and soil sampling
and actual research plots
on farms in this area are
part of the program.
It is through these ef-
forts that sound, accurate
Information is determined
by trained, professionally
oriented technicians to give
you a basis for long-term
planning. Our agronomic
force is gathering infor-
mation which can point out
trends for you in such im-
portant areas as fertilizer
requirements, weed con-
trol, seed variety response,
row spacings, nitrogen us-
age, crop quality factors
and a host of others.
Along with the technical
help, the Super Q program
has an active communica-
tions program to assure
that you receive informa-
tion, in the most under-
standable forms; from the
research and testing ef-
forts. Such information is
dispensed in this news-




These features of the
Super Q program together
with our own stepped up
efforts to train our own
forces more thoroughly in
agronomics and crop pro-
duction give us an appeal-
ing program to help you
"look five years down the
road."
Why not Join with us in
helping you look with more
depth into your cropping
programs so that you can
produce more profitably
and enjoy a better way of
life for you and your fa-
mily - not just next year,
• but 'Yi‘e years ahead."
We've Invested heavily
In facilities arid manpower
to help, so why not take





February is wheat topdressing
time in most areas. Some of you
already have the job done, but
there are many acres still need-
ing some extra nitrogen. Extra
potash can be added too if you
plan to double crop the wheat
with soybeans. The wheat will
also get to use some of the pot-
ash for maidnuunipteaft weight
and seed quality.
Blueboy wheat needs 100-150
lbs. nitrogen, 50 lbs. phosphate,
and 100 lbs. potash for balanced
fertility. Higher levels of nitro-
gen will not hurt Blueboy, but it
generally has not responded in
yield to rates above 150 lbs./
acre. Blueboy needs topdressing
now. Delays in topdressing up
into March and early April makes
higher protein levels, but yields
are generally lower-.
If you plan to double crop
soybeans this summer, apply
your soybean fertilizer now and
save an extra trip. For Blueboy
mix 200-300 lbs. ammonium ni-
trate and 300 lbs. 4-16-30 Super Q
for soybeans and broadcast this.
Then all you have to do is har-
vest the wheat and plany your
soybeans.






Research indicates that tall
fescue needs more than one ni-
trogen application during the
year. On the basis of tests which
have been conducted it is recom-
mended that N be applied to
fescue pastures in late •August
or early September to stimulite
fall growth and again in winter
to help spring production. P and
K were applied in the experi-
ments on the basis of soil tests.
rk
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GROW WITH SUPER Q
Super Q -- The Complete
Fertility Plan for Local Crops
l-bison Chemical Co. has Su-
per Q programs for corn and
soybeans which have been tested
over the past two years on the
soils of western Kentucky. They
are effective fertilizer formulas
which, when Coupled with a com-
plete fertility program, will out-
produce and out-perform other
fertilizers.
"We've got programs for corn
and soybean growers and we're
pretty proud of what we've got,"
says Dan Hutson, company presi-
dent. "These programs are based
on research and have been tested
on the fields of our area."
The specific fertilizer formu-
las were developed after exten-
sive soil and tissue testing. It
is necessary to know how much
nutrition is actually getting up
into the growing plant. This know-
ledge is gained through tissue
testing which, when combined
with soil testing, gives a more
scientific ban for fertilizer pro-
gramming.
"Our good farmer customers
have helped us in the develop-
ment of our Super Q programs
by keeping careful surveillance
over their management practices
and by helping develop accurate
records, " Hutson points out.
"I'm sure that they appreciate
our sincere desire to come up
with a fertilizer program which
will extend their crop productive
power s. "
Because Hutson officials and
fieldmen realize the tremendous
potential of these new Super Q
programs for corn and soybeans,
they are putting out an intensive
effort to communicate the ad-
vantages of them to all farmers
In the area.
Farm crop margins are ad-.
mittedly becoming closer and
closer so the extra return, that
a farmer can achieve with a bet-
ter fertilizer, can be significant
as to whether he makes a profit
or not.
The Super Q program focuses,
not upon applying more and more
fertilizer, but on the all- im-
portant area of "crop profits."
The program stress 0 an over-
all crop management concept
which will optimize crop produc-
tion from a "profit" standpoint.
The fertilizers incorporate the
proper balance of plant nutrients
to assure full plant nutrition
and the complete management
program assures that appli-
cations are timed to the needs
of the plant.
"Putting it all together, we
have a crop system that we
know will work for you and we
invite and encourage you to see





Since most of the fertilizer
materials that supply nitrogen
and potassium are water soluble,
any difference in fluid and solid
fertilizers would be due to the
source of phosphorus, Dr. Ho-
ward Small, Super Qagronomist,
points out. Therefore, if 50 to 60
per cent of the P used in a solid
fertiliser la water soluble, no -
difference in plant response could
be expected between liquid and
solid mixtures when used at the
same rate, he says.
Super Q on Tobacco
Morgan Cunningham of Kirksey, Ky.. inspects some of. hie fine- -
tobacco at the Murray Tobacco Warehouse. This tobacco was grown
with Hutson's Super Q tobacco fertilizer. Cunningham farms with
his son, Danny. They operate a dairy and grow tobacco and soybeans.
Thomas Webb of Rte. I, Crutchfield, Ky., operates 600 acres of land.
He works out his fertilizer programs with Farmers Gin Co. at Clin-
ton. Before crop time in 1969 he had every field tested and followed
the fertilizer recommendations. In 1968, without a recommended
fertilizer program, he had an overall average soybean yield of 27 ho.
per acre. In 1969 his bean yield was 35 ho. Super Q special soybean
fertilizer was tried tn the row for the first time and like it and will
use it again this year.
Page 2 HUTSCN FARM NEWS
No-Till Corn --





In reedit years, University
and USDA researchers, as well
as SCS field representatives,
have been looking at minimum
tilliige techniques to grow corn
for grain and silage on land net
considered Class 1 corn land.
The increased demand for
more livestock feed, coupled with
less available farm labor, and the
growing value of farm land has
encouraged the farmer to take a
second and keg look at a new
technique. ...
This new technique goes by
many names, from "No-Till' to
"Minimum - Till," Sod - Plant-
to "Zero-Tillage," tut the
principle of saving labor and soil
are still the same.
The purpose is to plant and
harvest a profitable crop of corn
in a sod on flat or rolling ground
with no loss of soil by erosion
and no loss of "profit" due to
the technique used.
"No-Till" corn planting con-
sists of planting the seed in •
dead sod mulch with the least
soil disturbance necessary for
proper placement, germination
and growth of a profitable corn
crop. The weeds are controlled
by the application of herbicides
prior to (pasture or hay field)•
or during the planting procedure
(following small grain for sil-
age or grain).
Sod planting or "No-Till" is
adaptable to all corn-growing
areas of the United States and
Canada. Variation of this tech-
nique is used in the Midwest
with chisel plowing and no-till
planters in last year's corn
stalks. Southern states have used
this primarily in pasture sods




1. Yields are comparable to
conventional planting techniques.
Some yields above 200 bu/acre
have been obtained in research
plate in Virginia.
2. More soil moisture is con-
served with less chance of soil
erosion -- little or no run-off.
3. Less cost to prepare and
plant an acre. (Increased herbi-
cides cost generally make the
total cost to plant and harvest
an acre comparable.)
4. Rolling land can be used
that otherwise might have to
remain in grass.
5. Less chance of delayed ger-
mination because of dry soils
since only the planted area is
disturbed,
RESEARCH RESULTS
Kentucky -- No-tillage is with-
out doubt one of the most pro-
mising new grain production
practices. It has been clearly
demonstrated to offer superior
erosion control, frequently in-
creased yields, and possibly re-
duced costs. (See date of plant-
ing section for Kentucky yield
data.)
SOIL ADAPTATION
All soil types generally suit-
able for corn production cairbe
planted by the NO-Till system.
SOD CROPS MAKE
BEST MULCHES
Perennials and annual sods
are suitable for No-till corn.
Perennial sods such as orchard-
grass, tall fescue, bluegrass and
mixtures of clover and annual
lespedeza are generally easy to
kill and make tozellent mulches.
Predominant clover stands are
less desirable because of faster
decomposition and less dry mat-
ter. Annual cover crops such
as rye are very desirable be-
cause of ease of establishment,
winter hardiness, ease of kill-
By Dr. Howard Small,
Super Q Agronomist
ing with herbicides and mulch
persistence. Alfalfa sedearetm.
desirable because of the diffi-
culty in killing the alfalfa.
PE RENNIA L SODS
Apply 2- /2 to 5 lbs. of AAtreit
plus 1 pint to 1 quart of Para-
gum. The addition of one-half
pint of X-77 wetting agent/acre
or equivalent is desirable. Use
25-30 gallons of water per acre.
Spray 2 to 4 weeks prior to
planting.
Consult your local extension
weed control bulletin for more
specific information.
ANNUAL CO% E R
(Rye, Wheat, Ryegrass)
Use 2-1/2 lbs. of AAtrez plus
1 pint Paraquat plus one-half
pint of X-77 or its equivalent
per acre. Use 25-30 gallons of
water per acre.
HELPFUL HINTS
FOR GOOD SOD KILL
A - Use plenty of water.
B - Obtain uniform coverage
using Whirljet or similar non-
clog nozzles.
C - Spray 10-20 days prior
to expected date of planting.
D - Combination of nitrogen
solutions and herbicides has
given good grass kill as well
as providing a convenient me-
thod of applying the nitrogen.
Note: .
Seeding wheat or barley in the
fall following heavy application of
AAtrex is not recommended but
has been accomplished when
Aittrex rates were near 2 lbs./
acre, Always use Paraquat coin-
sure killing weeds already ger-
minated.
PErrniivaioN
Take a soft sample to er-
mine lime and fertilizer needs
for broadcast application. Either
liquid or dry forms of fertilizer
are satisfactory, but rates should
be increased by 10 per cant to
compensate for application on the
surface and for expected higher
yields. Nitrogen rates should be
increased by 10-30 per cent,
(McClure 1968, U. of Kentucky).
For populations up to 20,000
plante/ac re, apply 8 N/1000
plants or a total of 160 the./
acre for this population. Above
20,000 plants/acre, apply 9 the.
N/1000 plants. A 1:1 ratio of
N:K is desirable unless potash
soil tests are high or very high.
Lack of potash results in low
yields, poor quality and increased
lodging. Do not apply less than
100 lbs./acre of potash unless
soil tests are very high. Use
150-200 lbs./acre of 8-30-16
Super Q for fast grew off and
to supply micronutrients such as
zinc and boron. Broadcast the 
remaining pirtilizer for a balan-
ced fertility program.
BALANCIii) NUI"EITION IS THE
KEY TO HIGH YIELDS AND lama-
mum FROM THIS IS TRUE
OF BOTH NO-T1LL ANI3 CON-
VENTIONALLY PLANTEDCORN
LIME
Liming to the suggested pH is
always irn po rtant. As the nitrogen
rate increases, the soil acidity
will increase. Since in No-till
this acidity is concentrated in
less soil area near the surface,
liming becomes even more im-
portant in the minimum tillage
system.
A RIETY SELECTIONS
Any good variety tested and
adapted in the area will be ac-
ceptable, The seed should be
planted 1-1/2 to 2 inches deep
and covered with a solid convex
press wheel to press the opening
back together as much as pos-
sible. Some type of bird repel-
lant should be used.
DATE OF PLANTING
Soil temperatures under killed
sod avertged between 1 and 4
degrees cooler during the day,
bat the mean soil temperature
at the 2-inch depth was above
50 degrees. This was enough to
insure good germination and no
adjustment in planting dates are
generally needed in Kentucky.
Some No-tilt-corn has been plant-
ed prior to May 1 in south-
western Kentucky.
SEEDING RATES
In Kentucky, where most of
the No-till corn is in narrow
rows (20 inches), final stands
of 22,000 to 23,000 plants/acre
are suggested for double cross
hybrids. If a final stand of 20,000
plants/acre is desired, plant at
least 24,000 kernels since stand
loss is greater than with con-
ventional planting methods.
Insects may be more of a
problem in sods than in plowed
fields. Seed treatments and re-
pellents are generally worth the
additional cost.
SPBCIAL PROBLEMS
Where No-till corn is planted
-the second year following No-till
--lorkcut for silage, it is desir-
alio to sow a winter cover crop.
This will provide a mulch and
ground cover for next year. Bare
soil dries out faster and may pro-
duce a poor stand and poor yields.
W. T. Kingings of New Concord,
Ky., grows tobacco and is a gen-
eral farmer. He's a Hutson cus-
tomer.
Soil acidity is one of the biggest
and most common factors in re-
ducing fertilizer efficiency and
plant growth.
Hazel O'Neal of Rte. 1, Clinton, Ky., has a 260-acre farm which is
put in corn, soybeans and wheat each year. Iie has averaged 38 bu.
of beans for the past five years by pursuing a good fertility program.
His corn, for the same period, has averaged over 100 bd. Regards
his fertility program, he says, "I divide my acreage in half and
every other year I plowdown 400 lbs. of 60 per cent potash and 200
lbs. of 46 per cent phosphate. Each year I add 200 lbs. of 6-24-24 in
the row at planting time." He works out his fertility programs with
Farmers Gin Co. at Clinton.
FARMERS GI
F
Willis R. Hilliard of Clinton, Ky., stands beside a spreader cart of
Farmers Gin Co. in that city. Ajong with farming 1,000 acres, this
Hickman Co. agriculturist is a Clinton civic leader and is president
of the hospital board. He raises cattle, hogs and sheep and grows
corn and hay to support his entire livestock program. He topdresses
about 600 acres of small grain and pasture each year. All fields are





PLANTING DATES AND CORN Y19..)DS•
Corn Yield (Bu/A)





























GRAZE SMALL GRAINS WHEN
THEY ARE 8 INCHES HIGH
Research has shown that small
grains will produce twice as much
fall grazing if allowed to reach
an 8-inch height before pasturing
compared to grazing when only
4-inches tall.
PURE GRASS STANDS
NEED N, P AND K .
Nitrogen is the lifeblood of a
good grass pasture program but
yields Will drop quickly if a bal-
ance with phosphorus and potash
is not malntalned. Tests have
shown tlfk yields may be cut in
half within four years with ni-
trogen applications alone but
when P and K are added in ac-
cordance with a soil test produc-















































































































Two years of soil and plant
sampling inC allowayCounty have
now been completed. The results
are presented by sample groups
as they were sampled. The over-
all soil fertility level Is quite presentative of the majorportiongood in this area if one considers of soils in this area,
these soil samples only. However,
HUTSON FARM NEWS
Soil, Plant Analysis Results Farmers Face Tight CreditMurray, Ky. - 1968-69
Hutson Hasthe lower fertility fields in an
area are seldpen ever sampled.... Als
These results r eresentthe bet-
ter farms in this area and there- Special Credit
fore should not be taken as re- .
SOILS 1968 & 1969Sam-
ples pH P K Ca Mg S Mn Fe B Cu Zn
Money is available for this
year's crop according to local
lending sources. However, credit
worthy farmers will probably
38 6.0 47 353 54 23 .42 3.4 2.3 receive the most consideration
16 6.0 40 276 48 21 .38 2.7 1.9 because, admittedly, local lend-
22 6.0 33 .,190 92 41 - 1.2 4 ers have demand for more money
than they've got to lend.
An interview with local farm
credit sources reveals a similar
Cl edit condition throughout west-
ern Kentucky. They all feel that
formers will not have trouble
setting the funds needed for pro-
duction expenses for this year's
crop. It is important to the area
economy to have these crops
go in and bankers are going to
do whatever they can to see
13 57 that the money is available. How-
ever, when it comes to capital
investments, farmers are going
to find the going a little rougher.
Most lenders feel that money
for capital expenditures will be
indicate a lower overall potash level. extremely tight.
In view of the situation, Hutson
Chemical Co. will make extra
Sam- SOILS effort to help farmers with their
plea pH P K Ca Mg S Mn Fe Cu Zn credit problems. Along with
working through local lending
56 6.2 43 112 2114 283 - 108 57 3 5.4 sources, the company will have
17 6.1 34 129 2159 346 38 83 38 1.2 3.3 a certain amount of credit avail-
able through the company. DanThis would indicate that both Both corn and soybeans would Hutson, the company president,phosphate and potash are needed benefit from heavier rates of points out that Hutson officialsin slightly higher amouns than fertilization than have been used are tuned up to the credit needsare needed in the Murray area, in the past, of their customers and will do
whatever possible to help their
CORN 1969 CUSIOIller8 obtain adequate




CORN 1968 & 1969
Samples 14 P K Ca mg . s 176-17-6 13
1968 38 2.86 .32 2.34
1969 43 3,34 .39 2.38
.48 .2.1 .18 111 197 10
.51 .19 .19 145 200 6
SOYBEANS 1968
Sam-
pies N P K Ca Mg S Mn Fe B
16 4,98 .37 1.85 1.14 .345 .25 175 247 38
Clinton, Ky. - 1968-69
Results from the Clinton area condition and a medium phosphate




29 5.4 .33 1.14
SOYBEANS 1969
1,23 .44 .21 66 121 12 49 37
Low
Here are Clifton Cliff Sr. and Jr. who farm together near Fren-
donia, Ky., in Caldwell Co. They are big grain growers and Hutson
fertilizer customers.
Spring Pasture Pro fillips
Livestock prices have
ally been good for the pastlyear
and the outlook for the sfring
and summer look as though the
trend will continue. With these
higher prices, you can ittford to
give livestock and pastures more
attendion as profit usually re-
flects the level of attention given
to a farm enterprise.
Have you been giving your pa s-
mires and livestock what it takes
to make a profit?
1970 could be your turnaround
year.
Pastures need a spring chec kup
so that the proper prescription
can be obtained to clear up the
trouble. Sick pastures make no
profit for anyone. Have your pas-
ture soils analyzed for lime,
phosphorus and potash needs.
Then apply what is needed to
get top quality grazing or hay.
If you failed to apply any lime,
phosphorus or potash on your
pastures in 1969, 1970 Is your
year. Phosphorus and potash
could be applied every other year
on pastures not intensively gra-
zed or cut for hay.Nitrogenmust
be applied every year and two
applications are better than one.
Dairy operations need heavy fer-
tilizadon programs each year.
FOR GRASS PASTURES OR
HAY apply an application of 45-
90-90 on grass pastures in
March. Make a second application
of 60-90 lbs. N in July for
maximum summer grazing or
extra hay.
PURE CLOVER PASTURES -
should receive 300-400 lbs. 0-
26-26 per year. Legumes need a
high pH 6.5 and high phosphorus
levels. Legumes also need 1-3
lbs. of boron per acre per year.
Topdressing time is nowl Don't
delay your topdressing program
any longer. A dollar spent for
fertilizer on pastures can re-
turn 500 per cent profit.
Pests of all kinds still cut
U.S. crop production by as much
as 30 per cent a year, despite





One of the largest and most
common factors reducing fertil-
izer efficiency and plant growth
Is soil acidity.
Donald B. Howard. Agronomist
of the Tennessee Agricultural
Extension Service explains the
acidity problem this way: "Fer-
tilizer nutrients must be dis-
solved by soil water before being
absorbed by the plant. Once ab-
sorbed the solution is resupplied
by dissolving more nu&ients in
a continuous process. However,
the ability of the soil to performn
this supplying process is largely
controlled by soil acidity.
"Uidesirable elements in the
soil produced by acidity react
with plant nutrients forming com-
pounds that do not remain dis-
solved in the soil water thus
preventing their absorption which
affects the plant's growth."
Soil acidity is produced con-
tinuously by such processes as
plant growth, application of fer-
tilizers, rainfall, etc. There is
no way to stop its production.
However, a good liming program
will help prevent the development
of unfavorable conditions which
have an adverse effect on plant
growth.
Bill Hendon operates a dairy
farm on Rte. 5, Murray, Ky,
Hutson Chemical Co. helps him
with his fertility programs.
H. GLENN DORAN. President, and HARVEY ELLIS, vice president
Peoples Bank of Murray
JOE DICK, President Bank of Murray
KEYS KEEL, Manager
Production Credit Association Calloway and Marshall C.
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Hutson Participates in Adult Education Classes
At New Concord At Kirksey
Dr.' freiiaid. SiiiIITAggyiligitusses an agronorriic problem after,the adult class at New Concord, Ky.
Dr. Small led the discuss's" tor Hutson Chemical Co. who is helping provide speakers for these farm
classes In the area.
At Clinton
A large farmer mgr.= held in Clinton,Ky.. was sponsored by Farmers Gin Co. in Clinton. Dr. Howardik
Small, Super Q ag ist, was the principal speaker. The tanners were invited to the meeting and
barbeque at the Ame Legion building in Clinton.
At Symsonia
An adult farmer class, taught by Walter Mathis 
and Billy Watkins, Vo-Ag instructors at Symsonia, KY.
was held Feb. 10th. Super Q agronomist,Howard Small 
was there to talk about corn, soybean and tobacco
production.
At Hazel
Hutson Chemical Co. sponsored an Attendance Dinner for farmers
and their wives. These farmers were honored for their attendance
at the Kirksey Adult Farmer Class. The dinner was held at Sue and
Cbarley's Restaurant on Kamucky Lake.
5— •
Here's the Kirksey adult class meeting at the Kirksey School in
Calloway Co.
At Calloway High School
This is the young adult farmer class in Calloway Co. meeting at
Here is the adult farmer class at Hazel, Ky., which is taught by Car
men Parks. Howard Small, Super Q the high school.
agronomist, was speaker at this meeting.
At Princeton
miler«
This is ths Adult Farm Class meeting at 
Princeton, Ky. Farmers attended from Trig, Many of these class members and farm operators are customers of Hutson C hem ic
Caldwell and Lyon Counties. Mr. Deboy and 
Mr. Holloway are the instructors. At this Co. at Murray, Ky.
smoke Dr. Howard Small, Super Q agronomist, discussed soybea
ns, corn and tobacco
At L nn Grove
This farmer meeting was held at Lynn Grove, Ky., and is part of
the adult education series of classes being held in that area. W. H.


















Your Super Q AMMON Cal He




to help you with the programs 
and products
%hit+ tilt help you produce ntom profitable
crop yields on your specific soils, lie is in-
formed on the latest developments and tech-
niques of soil fertility and is eager to be of




Mr. and Mrs. William Payne of Lynn Grove, Ky.. dropped in at
the Hutson Chemical Co. office in Murray one day to talk fertilizer.
They used Super Q on their tobacco.
s part of
14. W. H.
Keeping up with changes in agriculture - and particularly soil fer-
tility - in part of the Hutson Super Q program for better service to
customers. In the above photo Ted Hopkins and Billy Smith of Hutson
Chemical Co. are shown at the national agronomy seminar in Skokie.
III„, with two of the principal discus
rd 
si 1 rs,Shown (left to right)ppl t
are Hopkins, Smith, Dr. Howa Sma per Q agronomist, and
Dr. L. B. Jones of the University of . At this seminar they
learned about plant analysis. In, the lower photo, Billy Smith is
shown (center) with Dr. Henry Andrews (left) of Weedtrol, Inc.
(formerly University of Tennessee) and Dr. Howard Small (right).
Super Q agronomist. This picture was snapped at the Super Q cotton




























FERTILIZER PLANT Of FARMERS GIN CO,- CLINTON, KY.
-
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Super Q for Corn




In 1964 we introduced a new
starter fertilizer for corn in._
our market area. We were only
Interested in getting enough of
this new formula out so that we
could evaluate it under real field •
conditions. Well, it more than
met our goals of being an out-
standing corn fertilizer and many
of our farmers agreed.
Super Q for corn 8-30-16 is
designed to be used as a starter
at the rate of 200 lbs./A. This
will provide the youngcorn seed-
ling with adequate phosphorus,
zinc and boron. By design this
fertilizer requires that all the
potash and part of the phosphate
can be broadcast and plowed down
for maximum yields.
Corn planted with Super Q in
the spring of 1969 literally blew
out of the ground and never slowed
up. This corn was greener, and
never lacked for any form of
fertilizer nutrient. If you want
your corn to do the same this
spring, plowdown your potash and
part of the phosphate. Nitrogen
can be broadcast, preplant or
sided ress. Plowdown rates can
be determined by soil test but
use Super Q corn starter 8-30-16
to provide your corn what it
needs. Try Super Q 8-30-16 corn
starter in 1970.
Here are some other tips for
corn Shoot for
acre; 
- 1. P assd early awl Inpre-
pared to plant on time.
2. Begin planting as soon as
you can. (early April if possible)
3. Check population at planting.
On good land shoot for 20.000
plants per acre. - •
4. Early maturing varieties
like XL45A can be planted at
populations between 25,000 and
30,000 if soils are deep and
adequate fertility is provided.
5. Plant several varieties -
early, medium and late season
corn.
6. Control weeds early.
7. Sidedress nitrogen earlybe-
fore corn is 12" high (8 lbs.
N/1000 stalks is adequate)
8. Harvest when corn reaches
28 per cent moisture.
9. Sell wisely.
Glenn Cox is shown here with a little 
neighbor boy, Wayne A.
McNeeley. C Olt. Inc., Farms are big cash gra
in growers at F rendonia,
Ky., in Caldwell Co. and customers of 
Hutson Chemical Co.
This is Bill Stubblefield of Rte. 6. Mu
rray. Ky. He là a dairy
farmer who works out his fertility programs w
ith Hutson Chemical
Co. He is chairman of the Calloway Co. scpool 
board.
Tommy Parker is a tobacco and
graft farmer at Rte. Sot Murray,
X.T.a_thelL s customer of Hutson
Here is William D. Rusidng.
 C Unton. Ky.. who farms 1.500 acres of
land. He raises hogs tied 
cattle and gfows corn, wheat and soybeans.
This Hickman Co. farmer buys hi
s fertilizer from Farmers Gin Co.
at C Linton, which Ii. Huts
on affiliate. Regarding his fertility program,
he explains "I have all
 my cultivated fields soil tested and try to
put down as much or more 
fertilizer as the crop uses. In 1969 I used
minimum tillage on 400acres of cor




Bobby Meador is a general farm-
er and hauls lime. He farms
near New Concord, Ky.
L. C. Bailey is a farmer near
New Concord, 'Ky., who does
business with Hutson Chemical
Co.
'11445,1
A customer of Hutson Cliemica
Co. on Rte. 5 of Murray, Ky.
is Otis Falwell.
SUPER
Ada Sue Hutson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson. was chosen
National Miss Super Q and was honored at the annual convention
last summer in Skokie. Ill. Ada Sue won in competition with girls
throughout the Super Q organization of independent fertilizer manu-
factureres in the United States and Canada. She is shown here with
her father arriving at the Hyatt House in Lincolnwood, Ill., where
she reigned over the two-day convention. Dan Hutson is president
of Hutson Chemical Co. at Murray, Ky.
This is Raymond Phillips of Frendonia. Ky.. in Caldwell Co. He 
is a
cattle and hog farmer and grows corn.lieworks out his fertility pro-
grams with Hutson Chemical Co.
Joe Pat Carroway of Rte. 5, Murray. Ky., grows grain, seed and
tobacco and has a swine operation. His farm is in the Locust Grove
community. He Is shown here in front of his corn picker-sheller.
He likes the products and services of Hutson Chemical Co.
W. It Byes..., Clinton. Ky., farmer. operates 1.200 acres of land.
He has a dairy and raises cattle and hogs. For crops he grows corn,
wheat and soybeans. In 1969 400 acres of soybeans averaged 37 bu.















































































Burley Allotment; Cut 10%
lime to Shoot for Maximum Pounds
Secretary Hardin announced a
10 per cent cut in burley acre-
age for 1970. Although this cut
does not affect those allotments
already at 0.5 acre, it will af-
fect some growers. That extra
10 per cent loss may force some
growers to rent or lease other
allotments to gain extra volume.
Another way to do the same
thin; is to do a good tobacco
management job in 1970.
1, Select your tobacco field
early - rotate your fieldl
(2) Collect a soil sample.
(3) Lime to pH 6.0
(4) On low p & K soil tests -
plowdown part of the fertilizer
in the fall.
(5) Broadcast a minimum of
1,000 lbs/acre of 12-18-18 and
plowdown, A ton/acre would even
be better.
(6) Apply extra nitrogen to
bring total nitrogen to 200 lbs./
Acre or more.
(7) Sidedress with extra nitro-
gen and potash if heavy rains
occur early. Use 13-0,-44 or
20-0-20.
(8) Select only healthy plants -
obtain a good stand.
(9) Control weeds - If you
use BaIan - don't incorporate
too deepl Don't set plant roots
in the treated soil. Enide can
be used after plants are set.
(10) Control budworms and
hornworms - check fields oftern.
(11) Control suckers formaxi-
mum poundage per acre.
Pesticide-Fertilizer Mixture
Not to Be Used on Tobacco
Regulatory Services at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky will not re-
gister fertilizer-pesticide mix-
tures, in 1970. Notice has al ready
been given to all fertilizer deal-
ers in Kentucky. The University
of Kentucky Entomology Depart-
ment will not recommend the use
of the compounds, "chlorinated
hydrocarbons," this year.
This is to include:
A LD RIN, CHLORDANE. DIEL-
DRIN and HEPTACHLOR. SUCH
P'ERTILIZERL•PESTICIDE MIX-
TURES ARE NO LONGER
AVAILABLE AND CANNOT BE
MIXED IN THIS PLANT.
The United States Department
of Agriculture has banned the use
of DOT on all tobacco grown in
1970.
Tobacco industry leaders have
also been concerned with pesti-
cide levels because of their threat
to the acceptance of some export
leaf. West Germany already has
plans to reduce its level of ac-
ceptance to one-tenth part DDT
per million in 1973. Other large -
importers of American leaf are
Indicating they will reduce toler-
ance levels in the future.
Evidence is that use of DDT
and pesticide-fertilizer mixtures
are hurting the industry.Tobacco
is grown by 126,000 farm families
in Kentucky, and it accounts for
about 40 per cent of the state's
agricultural income.
Why would anyone threaten this
industry? Although it is probably
unintentional, they do this by
using pesticides which may re-
duce or hurt production and may
be onaccepted as foreign im-
ports.
What can the average farmer
do? He can NOT use these in-
secticides and he can ask his
colleague growers NOT to use
them. It will hurt the industry
if even one individual uses them.
He can also help by asking his
fertilizer dealer not to manu-
facture these mixtures.
-You and I should make every
effort to see that we produce
the very best leaf possibiefor the
industry to use," says Billy
Smith, Hutson vice president.
"We can get high yields of use-
ful tobacco without thse insecti-
cides and not sacrifice any in-
come."
High levels of chemical re- _
sidues are present on burley
tobacco at marketing time. This
should be reduce. If the chlor-
inated hydrocarbons are rem o v -
ed from the tobacco, soils, and
plants, undoubtedly the residue
on the leaf will be reduced.
"We urge all tobacco growers
to seriously consider the alterna-
tives that are being presented in
all tobacco-growing regions,"
Smith says. "We in Kentucky
should be the leaders to reduce
residue compounds on the leaf."
Soybeans
Can You Afford
NOT to Fertilize - -
WHEN 1 bu. pays for about
35 lbs. phosphate or
60 lbs. potash
WHEN 17 bu. is a break-even
yield
WHEN 10 extra bu. can triple
profit
Expansion at Hutson
The expansion moves by Hutson
Chemical Co. of Murray, Ky.,
to improve customer serviceare
shown here. Above is a new fer-
tilizer warehouse being erected
near the main plant at Murray.
This new facility will increase
the company's storage capacity
and will make possible more
formulas and more fertilizer on
hand. The photo on the right shows
the new anhydrous tank at the
Murray plsmt. This tank will store
30,000 gals, of anhydrous am-
monia.
How to Make 50 by. Soybeans
Soybeans respond to good man-
agement as do all other crops.
Unfortunately the soybean does
not often get the chance to prove
that it can be a profitable farm
crop. Here aree.0 few simple
tips that can help you change
loss into profit. Remember we
need nearly 20 bu/acre just to
break event
1. Lime to bring soil 'pH to
6.0.
2. Broadcast 400 lbs. 4-16-30/
acre or band 300 lbs./acre.
3. Select a good variety -C lark
very early; Hood - medium; Dare
and York - medium late. Plant
late maturing varieties after
wheat.
4. Plant in May.
5. Innoculate all seed with soy-
bean inoculun.
6. 1 lam 8-10 beans per foot -
never plant more than one bu.
except When drilling.
7e Control weeds - use herbi-
cides if needed. Use care whets
applying Lorox to light soils.
8. Watch for insect damage -
pods especially. Use Sevin to
control them.
9. Harvest at 13percent mois-
ture.
Take soybean plant samples
whan soybeans begin to flower
and set pods.
This is Carman Parks, who is the \ o-Ag teacher at Calloway Co
high school. He also farms and used Super Q on his corn with good
results.
This is James W. Davis of Rte.3,Clinton, Ky. He has cattle and hogs
and raises soybeans, corn, wheat and barley. He works out his fertility
programs with Farmers Gin Co. at Clinton which is affiliated with
Hutson Chemical Co. He has all fields soil tested in late winter and
fertilizes according to recommended needs. For the past five years
he has had an average of more than 100 bu. of corn to the acre and
a five-year average of over 30 be. of soybeans.
Hutson Fertilizer




In addition to its complete line of quality fertilizers for the farm,
Hutson Chemical Co. has a fertilizer for the home gardener, ibis
is the popular lawn and garden. fertilizer that local folks use,
,or
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Sulphur Deficiency—A Coming Problem
Why is sulphur suddenly be-
coming a soil problem?
Deficiencies are showing up
in many areas and other areas
are approaching the condition
that is commonly labeled "hid-
den hunger."
Plant analysis results verify
the general low sulphur content
of our soils. Low leaf levels are
occurring even where the yearly
application of sulphur approaches
30-50 lbs. per acre.
How do we explain the low
leaf levels when apparently suf-
ficient sulphur is supplied?
Sulphur exists in the soil in
a form which, like nitrate, lea-
ches with rain. When the soil
is already low in sulphur, rain-
fall leaches the element out ofthe
root zone and, then, plant roots
must compete with soil microbes
for the remaining sulphur. This
condition leaves an overall short,
age of sulphur.
The leaf tissue atinosr phew—
require one part of sulphur *
15 parts nitrogen leaving a 15:1
ratio between these two elements.
Recent increases in nitrogen ap-
plication rates have taxed the
sulphur-supplying power of the
soils. Nitrogen rates are pro-
bably double those used five years
ago. Yet sulphur applications are
barely holding their own in the
South despite the fact that nor-
mal superphosphate and Sul-Po-
Mag are used in nearly all fertili-
zer formulas.
In the Mid-West where concen-
trated phosphates and muriates
of potash are 1.3esi in most fertili-
zer formulations, the problem of
sulphur deficiency has the pros-
pect of becoming even more ac-
ute.
It is possible that lack of re-
sponse to higher nitrogen appli-
cations really results from the
fact that sufficient sulphur was
not available for the plant to uti-
lize the extra nitrogen...
Further, sulphur shortages in
the soil can be attributed to the
use of high-analysis fertilizers
where sulphur bearing materials
have been replaced with concen-
trated forms.
SULPHUR SOURCES
Soils supply sulphur from the
organic matter. Fertilizers sup-
ply it from normal super phos-
phate (12%,S); mic To-nutrient sul-
phates (13%5) and Sul-Po-Mag
(22.79P).
. For the growing plant to get
- Sulphur from the soil, It Is ne-
cessary for the soil to have a
correct balance of nitrogen and
sulphur in the soil organic mat-
ter.
Where soil organic content Is
low, as it is in the Southeast and
South, the sulphur-supplying po-
wer of the soil is primarily
dependent upon the sulphur ap-
plied in fertilizers. -
Sulphur can -also come from
rainfall but, in areas where the
air isn't polluted with sulphur-
bearing materials, much of the
natural return of sulphur to the
soil is eliminated.
HOW MUCH SULPHUR?
How much sulphur is needed?
For example, research shows
that the growing plant gets one
lb. of sulphur for every 10 lbs.
of nitrogen it takes from the
soil organic matter - a 10:1
ratio. In most Southern soils
with 1.5 per cent organic mat-
ter, the soil would supply a
corn plant with 50 lbs. of ni-
trogen and only 5 lbs. of sul-
phur. A corn crop typically needs
20-25 lbs. of sulphur for ade-
quate growth.
It is easy to see that sulphur
must be ackied through the fer-
tilizers. Balanced nutrition is
the key and not high analysis
fertilizers. Super Q and the
Q-Plan full fertility program is
designed to give the needed bal-
ance to achieve opdmum re-
sponse.
THOROUGH MIXING-OF-
LIME WITH SOIL ADVISED
Te methods of incorporating
ground limestone with the soil
studied by the Arkansas Agri-
cultural Experiment Station show-
ed that thorough mixing with the
soil when the seedbed was pre-
pared was most effective. Applied
in this way a four-ton-per-acre
application raised the pH from
5.0 to 6.4 the first year and this
value increased the second year.
Applied at the same rate on the
surface and disked in, it took 3
years for the pH level to reach
6.5.
3 Super Q erti
for 197
Dan Hutson and Billy Smith proudly display their Super Q bags for their their Super Q
fertilizers. Attractively designed in the familiar Hutson red, the bags hold fertilizers
that promise more profit for corn, soybeans and tobacco growers in the area. Super Q
fertilizers, as well as the complete fertility programs which go along with them, are
tailer-Inade for the soils of western Kentucky and for the specific needs of the crops.
What's needed is included. What isn't, is left out. It's a rifle-shooting combination of
nutrients -- not a shotgun forrnulation.See your Hutson Answerman today about Super Q
for your crops and soils.
*SUPER 0 for CORN (8-30-16)
*SUPER 0 for SOYBEANS (4-16-30)
*SUPER 0 for TOBACCO (12-18-18)
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
Fertilizers Can Make Soils Acid
As a result of acid conditions
In soils, many adverse factors
can be put in motion that may
limit or restrict the yield poten-
tial of your crop.
Do you know bow you are mak-
ing your soils acid?
There are several ways acids
are produced.
One is the formation of carbon-
ic acid from decomposition of or-
ganic matter and also ordinary
rine respiration. The effect is
small though, because most of
the carbonic acid decomposes
and carbon dioxiee is lost to the
atmosphere.
Another way is rain water re-
moving basic elements from the
soil. A decrease pH (or increase
in acidity) results.
A another important factor is
the acidity produced by fertili-
zers, nitrogen fertilizers being
the main culprit. Except for cal-
cium nitrate and sodium nitrate,
neither of which is used to any
extent intheEast most other
nitrogen fertilizers cant* tfte
soil to become more acid. Sol)
acidification by heavy fertilizer
use was of major importance at
one time. As a result, an effort
was made to produce fertilizers
that were not acid forming. This
resulted in fertilizers with "fi-
ler " that would neutr al ize acidity
from fertilizers. (This is not an
economical wasy to lime soils),
Recently the trend has been
toward higher analysis fertili-
zers and less "filler". High
analysis nitrogen fertilizers are
now widespread. As a result,
the soil acidity problem is being
intensified. This does not mean
that recommended amounts of
nitrogen should be avoided. They
should be used but don't forget
the lime.
The acidity is not present in
the bag of nitrogen fertilizer but
develops from chemical reac-
tions of fertilizers in the soil.
Lime should be added to correct
this acidity. When one-considers
the common fertilizers used to-
day, only superphosphate is
strongly aicd in the bag. When
this is added to the soil, an ex-
tremely acid solution develops
which has a pH of 1 or 2. Fortu-
nately, this affects only a very
_small volume of soil and is tem-
porary. The long term effect on
pH due to superphosphate is not
significant.
Land that is being farmed in-
tensively and receiving substan-
tial amounts of nitrogen fertill-
zer (perhaps corn ground)should
be tested.
This soybean plant, grown with Hutson fertilizer, had 305 pods.
This picture of this sensational plant was taken on Sept. 15 last
year.
_ .
Here is Alfred Grubbs (left) of Clinton, Ky., who owns and operates
450 acres of land. Along with farming he serves as president of the
Hickman Co. ASC committee. It is his policy to soil sample each
field that 1* cultivates and apply the amount of fertilizer called for
by the test. in 1969 be had an overall average of over 30 bu. of soy-
beans to the acre. One 32-acre field (measured) averaged 122 bu. of
corn to the acre (weighed). He is shown here with Jerry Perry, an em-




H UTSON CHEMICAL CO.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY MURRAY, KENTUCKY
